
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: Members of the  
 

 

Safer Bromley Partnership Board 

 Chief Inspector Craig Knight, (Metropolitan Police) (Chairman) 
 Joanne Stowell, (LBB Assistant Director: Public Protection) (Vice-Chairman) 

Councillor Angela Page (Portfolio Holder for Public Protection) 
 

 Janet Bailey, (LBB Director of Children's Services) 
Stuart Baker, MET Police 
Sharon Baldwin, (Safer Neighbourhood Board Chairman) 
Elaine Beadle, (LBB Road Safety Manager) 
Teresa Bell, Bromley Children's Safeguarding Board 
Sara Bowrey, (LBB Director of Housing) 
Andy Brittain, MET Police 
Rachel Dunley, (LBB Head of Service for Early Intervention, and Family Support) 
Dawn Helps, Clarion Housing Group 
Bill Kelly, (LAS-Bromley Group Manager) 
Sharon Kilborne, London Borough of Croydon 
Clare Lewin, (Bromley CCG) 
Betty McDonald, (LBB Head of Youth Offending Service) 
Kevin McKenzie, Bromley LFB Fire Commander 
Amanda Mumford, LBB Community Safety Manager 
Rachel Pankhurst, (Domestic Abuse Strategy Co-ordinator) 
Calvin Pearson, Housing, Planning and Regeneration 
Philip Powell, ( LAS Stakeholder Engagement Manager) 
Andrew Rogers, (LBB Communications Executive) 
Lucien Spencer, (CRC Area Manager) 
David J Stringer, (MET-Tri-Borough Police Commander) 
David Tait, (LBB Emergency Planning and Corporate Resilience Lead) 
Chloe Todd, (LBB Public Health) 
Rob Vale, (LBB Trading Standards and Community Safety Manager) 

 
 PLEASE NOTE: This meeting will be held in the Council Chamber at the Civic Centre, 

Stockwell Close, Bromley, BR1 3UH. Members of the public can attend the meeting. 
 
There will be limited additional space for other members of the public to observe the 
meeting – if you wish to attend, please contact us before the day of the meeting if 
possible, using our web-form:  
 
https://www.bromley.gov.uk/CouncilMeetingNoticeOfAttendanceForm  

Contact for this Agenda: Steve Wood 

Tel: 020 8313 4316 
E-mail: stephen.wood@bromley.gov.uk 
London Borough of Bromley 
9th June 2021 

https://www.bromley.gov.uk/CouncilMeetingNoticeOfAttendanceForm


 
 

 
Please be prepared to follow the identified social distancing guidance at the meeting, 
including wearing a face covering 

 
A G E N D A 

 

1    WELCOME/HOUSE-KEEPING/INTRODUCTIONS, APOLOGIES AND DECLARATIONS OF 
INTEREST  
 

2    MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 25TH MARCH 2021 (Pages 5 - 14) 
 

3    MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MEETING ON 25TH MARCH 2021 (Pages 15 - 18) 
 

4   SUBSTANTIVE DISCUSSION ON PROGRESS AGAINST THE SAFER BROMLEY 
PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY  
 

 Quarter 1: Priority One Safer Neighbourhoods.  
 

a    REVISED SAFER BROMLEY PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY DOCUMENT (Pages 
19 - 36) 
 

b    QUARTER 1: PRIORITY 1--SAFER NEIGHBOURHOODS. (Pages 37 - 64) 
 

5    KEY ISSUES/THEMES  
 

a    CRIME NEEDS ASSESSMENT UPDATE (Pages 65 - 88) 
 

b    VIOLENCE REDUCTION PLAN VERBAL UPDATE  
 

6    DHR AND PREVENT VERBAL UPDATE  
 

7   CRIME PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD--UPDATE FROM THE POLICE (Pages 89 - 104) 
 

 Standing Items are: 
 
NDVWI  
Weapons 
Hate crime 
Domestic violence 
Burglary 
Theft of motor vehicles 
ASB 
 
Context: 
 
Challenging performance is a key role which has been identified for the SBPB. This 
item updates partners in relation to the performance issues, highlights any new 
challenges, and gains consensus as to how the group can work together to address 
these. 
 

8   EMERGING ISSUES/TASK AND FINISH PARTNER UPDATES  
 



 
 

 This item provides a roundtable update from all partners on developments in relation 
to performance and emerging issues. 
 

9    AOB  
 

10   DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING  
 

 The next meeting will be held at Bromley Civic Centre on 9th September at 10.00am.   
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SAFER BROMLEY PARTNERSHIP STRATEGIC GROUP 
 

Minutes of the virtual meeting held at 10.00 am on 25 March 2021 
 
 

Present: 
 

Councillor Kate Lymer ((Portfolio Holder for Public Protection and 
Enforcement)) (Chairman) 
 

Joanne Stowell ((LBB Assistant Director: Public Protection)) (Vice-Chairman) 
 

 

 
 

Janet Bailey, (LBB Director of Children's Services) 
Sharon Baldwin, (Safer Neighbourhood Board Chairman) 
Rachel Dunley, (LBB Head of Service for Early Intervention, and Family 
Support) 
Betty McDonald, (LBB Head of Youth Offending Service) 
Amanda Mumford, LBB Community Safety Manager 
Jamie O'Malley, LBB Early Intervention and Familiy Support 
Philip Powell, ( LAS Stakeholder Engagement Manager) 
Paul Sibun, Bromley CCG 
Toby Smith, ( LBB Head of Street Enforcement) 
David Tait, (LBB Emergency Planning and Corporate Resilience Lead) 
Rob Vale, (LBB Trading Standards and Community Safety Manager) LBB 
Head of Service for Trading Standards and Commercial Regulation) 
Dawn Helps (Clarion Housing Group) 
Inspector Stuart Baker (Met Police) 
Superintendent Andy Brittain (Met Police) 
Kevin McKenzie (London Fire Brigade) 
 
 

 
Also Present: 

 
                Anthony Baldock, Public Protection Division 
 

 

1   WELCOME/HOUSE-KEEPING/INTRODUCTIONS. 
 

Action 

The Chairman welcomed Kevin McKenzie who was the new LFB Fire 
Commander for Bromley.  The Chairman also welcomed Jamie O’ 
Malley who was acting as alternate for Rachel Pankhurst while Rachel 
was on maternity leave.  
 

 

2   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 

Action 

Apologies for absence were received from Ade Adetosoye (Chief 
Executive), Samantha Evans, Colin Brand, John Owen, Commander 
David Stringer, Chloe Todd, Teresa Bell, Amanda Mumford and 
Lucien Spencer. 
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3   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 

Action 

There were no declarations of interest. 
 

 

4   SBP MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 5th DECEMBER 2019 
 

Action 

Partners noted the minutes of the meeting that was held ‘in person’ on 
5th December 2019. This was the last time that an non virtual meeting 
had taken place because of the Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
Partners agreed that the minutes were a correct record of 
proceedings, and the Chairman referred to actions that were noted at 
the meeting. 
 
The Chairman referred to minute 40 which was the Chairman’s 
update. It had been resolved that the Gangs and Serious Youth 
Violence Officer find out if Partnership members would be allowed to 
attend a meeting of the Children’s MEGA panel. The Head of Service  
(Trading Standards & Commercial Regulation), responded and 
informed partners that not anyone could join the MEGA Panel—they 
would need to be designated as a strategic partner. The Chairman 
asked if visits were possible, and he responded that you could visit if 
you had been invited. 
 
The Chairman highlighted minute 41 from the December 2019 
meeting, which was in respect of an update from the Housing Division 
regarding homelessness and begging in Bromley. One of the 
resolutions from the December 2019 meeting was that the use of 
Community Protection Notices (CPNs) be considered with respect to 
individuals who were begging. The Head of Service (Trading 
Standards & Commercial Regulation) responded and informed 
Partners that it had been decided it was not appropriate to issue 
CPNs to homeless people. 
 
The minutes of the December 2019 meeting also detailed a resolution 
that Mr Calvin Pearson (LBB Head of Housing Options and 
Assessment) be invited to attend meetings of the JAG (Joint Action 
Group). It was confirmed that his had been actioned and that Mr 
Pearson had been in attendance at JAG meetings. 
 
(Post Meeting Note: The JAG has since evolved into the ‘CRAG’: 
Crime Reduction Action Group). 
 
The Chairman noted minute 47 of the December 2019 meeting, which 
was in respect of Information Sharing Agreements. It had been 
resolved that the Head of Trading Standards and Community Safety 
report back to the Partnership when a response from London Councils 
had been received. The Head of Service (Trading Standards & 
Commercial Regulation), provided an update concerning this and said 
that a number of Information Sharing Agreements were now in place 
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and information was being shared. Work was ongoing to ensure that 
all agreements were in place.    
 
The Chairman referred to minute 48 of the December 2019 meeting. 
This was in respect to the update from the Gangs and Serious 
Violence Youth Officer. In the minute it had been resolved that  
MOPAC (Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime)  be contacted 
regarding the ‘Red Thread’ project in Kings at Denmark Road, to see 
if additional funding for similar work could be undertaken at the 
PRUH.  
 
The Vice Chairman answered and said that the person who was in 
post at the time of the resolution had now left the Council. Before 
leaving the Council, the Gangs and Serious Youth Violence Officer did 
indeed contact MOPAC regarding this matter and was informed that 
all partners including the CCG are notified of available funding and 
grants, and that they are able to formulate bids worded to fit the remit 
of the available funding. The Vice Chairman had requested an update 
from the CCG regarding the matter, via the Violence Reduction Action 
Plan refresh, as this type of action was covered in the Plan. The Vice 
Chairman had not received a response as at the time of the meeting. 
 
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 5th December 
2019 be agreed as a correct record.   
 

5   PRE-ADVISED QUESTIONS 
 

Action 

No questions had been received. 
 

 

6   BROMLEY COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY 
 

Action 

An update was provided concerning the Bromley Community Safety 
Partnership Strategy by the Vice Chairman. The Strategy Document  
had been disseminated to partners via email in March 2020. 
Subsequent to approval by the Safer Bromley Partnership, the 
Strategy was presented to Full Council. Full Council agreed that the 
Strategy should be formally adopted. 
 
The Vice Chairman expressed her thanks to all who had contributed 
to the development of the strategy document. The Vice Chairman said 
that she was pleased with the Strategy; the strategy document had 
been refreshed, but this was just in terms of presentation and visuals--
the text remained unchanged. 
 
The Vice Chairman expressed the view that the strategy document 
was straight forward in that it was very clear about what could and 
could not be provided. She stated that it was a comprehensive 
framework strategy. It was anticipated that the Strategy would be 
reviewed on a quarterly basis, and with respect to today's meeting, 
the updates related to Quarter 4. The Vice Chairman believed that as 
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a result of all the effort that had gone into developing the strategy, the 
Council and the various partners involved in the implementation of the 
Strategy were in a strong place going forward.  
 
RESOLVED that the update concerning the development of the 
Bromley Community Partnership Strategy be noted.   
 

7   QUARTER 4: ANNUAL UPDATE FROM ALL PARTNERS AGAINST 
THE STRATEGY 
 

Action 

 7a Priority One--Safer Neighbourhoods  
 

Action 

The Chairman noted the update concerning the priority one aim of 
working to produce safer neighbourhoods. She explained that the 
primary partner for this priority was the police. 
 
It was noted that there were four sub-priorities which were: 
 
1. Non-Domestic Violence with Injury; 
2. Residential Burglary; 
3. ASB; 
4. Crimes Against the Elderly and Vulnerable ( including financial 
abuse). 
 
In addition to the police, there was significant involvement in 
developing and working on these priorities from the Council’s 
Community Safety Team.   
 
The Chairman referred to the composition of the CRAG (Crime 
Reduction Action Group). One of the members of the CRAG was an 
organisation called ‘Change, Grow, Live’—the Chairman asked what 
services this organisation provided. It was explained that this 
organisation provided services for the Council for individuals suffering 
with drug and alcohol problems. 
 
RESOLVED that the update concerning Safer Neighbourhoods be 
noted.     

 

 7b Priority Two--VAWG  
 

Action 

A comprehensive update report was submitted regarding priority 2, 
which was in respect of VAWG (Violence against Women and Girls). 
 
Rachel Dunley attended with Jamie O’ Malley to present the report 
and answer any questions. 
 
Members were briefed that the previous VAWG Strategy had expired 
in 2019. A new strategy had been developed and this was ‘An 
Intergenerational Domestic Violence and Abuse Strategy 2021—
2024: Making Domestic Abuse Everyone’s Business’.  
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This was intended to be a more comprehensive strategy and had 
been developed and designed to encompass the full remit of domestic 
violence and abuse.  
 
Partners were directed to the two recommendations on page 60 of the 
agenda papers and were asked to agree the recommendations: 
 
RESOLVED that 
 
1) The Partnership endorses, supports and promotes the new 
intergenerational Domestic Violence and Abuse strategy for 
2021-2024, ‘Making Domestic Abuse Everyone’s Business.’ 
 
2) Partner organisations consider whether they would be able to 
sign up to a partnership commitment to support the new 
strategy, and if so, to provide an electronic signature for 
insertion by 30th April 2021. The electronic signature to be sent to 
Rachel Dunley. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Partners 
 

 7c Priority 3--Keeping Young People Safe  
 

Action 

Partners noted the comprehensive update provided with respect to the 
objective of keeping young people safe. The report outlined in detail 
the various initiatives and programmes that were being developed to 
keep young people safe. 
 
The Vice Chairman thanked Betty McDonald (LBB Head of the Youth 
Offending Service) and her supporting officers for their great work. It 
was noted that the YOS was due to be inspected, but the Vice 
Chairman was confident that they were ready for this. The Chairman 
(who was also the Portfolio Holder for Public Protection and 
Enforcement, would also be interviewed as part of the inspection. 
 
It was noted that test purchases in respect of age-restricted legislation 
pertaining to products and activities including, sale of alcohol, 
cigarettes, and knives, as well as underage gambling and drinking on 
licensed premises would be resumed as soon as possible.       
 
RESOLVED that the update regarding keeping young people safe 
be noted. 
 

 

 7d Priority 4: Hate Crime and Extremism  
 

Action 

The Chairman was pleased to note that Sharon Kilborne from the 
London Borough of Croydon would be working with the Safer Bromley 
Partnership regarding Priority 4, which was ‘fighting hate crime and 
extremism’. Ms Kilborne was the LB Croydon’s Community 
Coordinator for Counter Extremism, Policy and Communities. Ms 
Kilborne would work to facilitate awareness training with community 
partners, and local businesses to support and encourage them to 
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become third party hate crime reporting hubs. 
 
Partners noted the work being undertaken by the police and the 
Community Safety Team to reduce hate crime and extremism.  
  
RESOLVED that the update regarding hate crime and extremism 
be noted. 
 

8   KEY ISSUES/THEMES 
 

Action 

9   Violence Reduction Plan Refresh Update 
 

Action 

Partners noted that the establishment of the Violence Reduction Unit 
(VRU) saw responsibility for overseeing and supporting the 
development of the Violence Reduction Action Plan moving from 
MOPAC to the VRU on 1 April 2019.  
  
The VRU, together with MPS and London Councils would continue to 
support London boroughs to develop and embed their action plans to 
tackle knife crime and violence, learning from practice identified 
through the VRU and elsewhere and adapting this to best suit local 
needs. 
 
The Assistant Director for Public Protection and Enforcement briefed 
partners with a generic update on the VRAP (Violence Reduction 
Action Plan). It was noted that the VRU would be visiting all London 
boroughs to develop the plans further and to ascertain how they could 
be of assistance. The visit to Bromley was scheduled for April 2021.  
 

Following the visit, the Assistant Director for Public Protection and 
Enforcement would present a report to the next Partnership board 
meeting regarding the outcome of the visit, and any changes that 
partners may need to be aware of. 
 
Partners were informed that MOPAC had submitted a new VRAP 
template for completion by safety community partnerships. MOPAC 
required the final version of the plan to be submitted to them by 
September 18th.  
 
RESOLVED that the update on the VRAP be noted, and that the 
Assistant Director for Public Protection and Enforcement would 
update partners after the visit from the VRU in April. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JS 
 
 
 
 
 

10   Community Impact Days Update Briefing 
 

Action 

The Community Safety Manager attended the meeting to provide the 
update regarding the Community Impact Days that were undertaken 
in areas identified as ‘hotspots’. 
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It was noted that a community impact day operation had taken place 
the day before the meeting in Cray Valley. 
 
The new London Fire Brigade Commander for Bromley (Kevin 
McKenzie) mentioned that he had been in touch with the Community 
Safety Manager to offer full support to the operations, and that the 
new Station Commander was actively providing support as required. 
 
RESOLVED that the Community Impact Day briefing be noted.   
 

11   DHR AND PREVENT UPDATE 
 

Action 

The Head of Service - Trading Standards & Commercial Regulation, 
provided the domestic homicide review (DHR) update. Partners were 
briefed that there had been three reviews in the last two years. The 
oldest one of these dated to May 2020 and the report on this had 
been submitted to the Home Office in September 2020. The Council 
had received a feedback letter from the Home Office in February of 
this year and this praised the report that had been submitted. 
Suggested areas for improvement were provided by the Independent 
Quality Assessment Panel.  
 
An additional DHR had been signed off by the Chairman and Vice-
Chairman and sent to the Home Office during the week of the 
meeting. As a result of the Covid 19 pandemic, the processing of 
domestic homicide reviews was subject to a three to four month delay.  
 
There was one outstanding review that was mentioned and the report 
on that was due within the next two weeks of the meeting;  this would 
then be sent to the Home Office and the Quality Assurance Review 
Panel.  
 
The Chairman highlighted the importance of identifying any lessons 
that could be learnt from the reviews. 
 
RESOLVED that the DHR update be noted.   
 

 

12   CRIME PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD 
 

Action 

Inspector Stuart Baker and Superintendent Andy Brittain attended on 
behalf of the Met Police to update partners with respect to the police 
crime performance dashboard.   
 
It was noted that the Met had managed to keep recruiting and training 
in what had been a very challenging 12 months. 
 
Inspector Baker said that he was very pleased with the way the 
operation at the Star Lane Traveller site had been undertaken. This 
had been codenamed ‘Operation Medusa’. 
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An update was provided concerning the theft of catalytic converters.   
Individuals involved in organised crime had been coming down to 
Bromley, Sutton and Croydon and stealing catalytic converters. The 
police were pleased to report that much property had been recovered 
that had been stored in containers and which was planned to be 
moved to the Ivory Coast.     
 
A dedicated officer was now leading on crimes connected to cannabis 
factories, identifying them and shutting them down.  
 
Public confidence in the police in Bromley seemed to be high and the 
police were looking at how to enhance their use of social media so 
that the public were aware of the positive and pro-active work that the 
police were undertaking. 
 
The police were pleased with the pro-active working relationship that 
had been established with LBB’s Assistant Director for Public 
Protection and Enforcement. 
 
The Vice Chairman thanked the police for their great work, and she 
said that she enjoyed working with Superintendent Brittain and 
Inspector Baker. 
 
The Head of YOS asked about the number of young people that were 
being remanded in custody while being under investigation. She 
asked if the police were able to access this data as it would be helpful 
to the YOS to have some idea of the number of young people that 
may be referred to the YOS once the courts were open and 
functioning as normal.  
 
Inspector Baker agreed to discuss this outside of the meeting with the 
Head of the YOS.     
 
The Chairman thanked the police for the pro-active work that they had 
undertaken over the last weekend with respect to quad bikes—this 
was in Mottingham and Crystal Palace Park. 
 
RESOLVED that the update from the police be noted.       
 
 

13   EMERGING ISSUES/TASK FINISH UPDATES 
 

Action 

The Emergency Planning and Corporate Resilience Lead provided a 
brief update of the work that he had been involved with. This included 
the administration of the Covid Strategic Group and the Covid Tactical 
Group. He had also been involved in a group that oversaw the running 
of the mortuary service during the pandemic. 
 
The Emergency Planning and Corporate Resilience Lead had also 
been involved in the setting up of mobile Covid testing units and was 
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the LBB liaison with the police at the operations that had taken place 
on the Travellers’ site at Star Lane. He had also taken a role in the 
setting up of vaccination centres and also in the running of the 
Bromley Emergency Control Centre.  
 
Business continuity plans were being refreshed and the Bromley 
Resilience Forum was being reinvigorated and various table top 
exercises were being undertaken.  
 
RESOLVED that the update from the Emergency Planning and 
Corporate Resilience Lead be noted. 
 

14   AOB 
 

Action 

The Chairman referred to page 45 of the agenda pack, and the matter 
of local crime priorities which had been agreed with MOPAC, these 
were: 
 
1. Non-domestic Violence with Injury. 
2. Residential Burglary. 
3. ASB.  
 
The Chairman commented that the previous week she had received a 
letter from Sophie Lindon (Deputy Mayor for Police and Crime), 
requesting that Bromley declare their three local crime priorities for 
2021/2022. The Chairman  said that in her view (and in light of the 
pandemic) LBB should roll over with the same three priorities. The 
Vice Chairman stated that in her view this would be a sensible 
approach. Also, she was in the process of undertaking a crime needs 
assessment, and this would be presented to the Board at  the next 
meeting. 
 
The Vice Chairman explained that LBB had an additional local crime 
priority which the police provided support in respect of, and this was 
THEFT OF MOTOR VEHICLES. This was not reported back to 
MOPAC in the same way. It was noted that issues such as the 
problems caused by quad bikes would be incorporated under the 
umbrella of ASB. 
 
RESOLVED that 
 
1) The results of the Crime Needs Assessment be reported to 

Partners at the next SBP meeting. 
 

2) The current three local MOPAC crime priorities (as noted 
above) be carried forward for 2021/2022. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JS 

15   DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING 
 
 

Action 
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The date of the next meeting was noted as 17th June 2021 
 

 

 
The meeting ended at 11.00 am 
 
 
 

Chairman 
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Report No. 
CSD 21071 

London Borough of Bromley 
 

PART ONE - PUBLIC 
 
 

 

   

Decision Maker: Safer Bromley Partnership Board 

Date:  17th June 2021  

Decision Type: Non Urgent Non Executive Non Key 

Title: MATTERS OUTSTANDING 

Contact Officer: Steve Wood, Democratic Services Officer 
Tel: 020 8313 4316   E-mail:  stephen.wood@bromley.gov.uk 

Chief Officer: Mark Bowen, Director of Corporate Services 

Ward: N/A 

 
1. Reason for report 

1.1 Appendix A updates the Board on matters arising/outstanding from previous meetings. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. RECOMMENDATION 

2.1 The Board is asked to review progress on matters arising/outstanding from previous meetings.  

 

Non-Applicable Sections: Policy/Financial/Legal/Personnel 

Background Documents: 
(Access via Contact 
Officer) 

Minutes of the last meeting. 
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Corporate Policy 
 
1.    Policy Status: Existing Policy 
 

2. BBB Priority: Excellent Council/Safer Bromley 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Financial 
 

1. Cost of proposal: No Cost  
 

2. Ongoing costs: Not Applicable 
 

3. Budget head/performance centre: Democratic Services 
 

4. Total current budget for this head: £358,740 
 

5. Source of funding: 2021/22 revenue budget 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Staff 
 

1. Number of staff (current and additional):  Currently 5 full time staff 
 

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours: Completion of “Matters Arising” reports 
for PP&S PDS meetings and partnership groups can take up to a few hours per meeting.  

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Legal 
 

1. Legal Requirement:  The Safer Bromley Partnership (SBP) has been constituted to comply with 
the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (as amended by section 97 and section 98 of the Police 
Reform Act 2002 and section 1 of the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005). The 
‘Responsible Authorities’ identified by the Act have a statutory duty to work with other local 
agencies and organisations to develop and implement strategies to tackle crime and disorder 
including anti-social and other behaviour adversely affecting the local environment as well as 
the misuse of drugs in their area. 

 

2. Call-in: Not Applicable 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Customer Impact 
 

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): This report is intended 
primarily for Members of the Safer Bromley Partnership Board. The work of the Group is wide 
ranging, dealing with crime and disorder, resilience, drug mis-use, anti-terrorism strategies, 
domestic abuse, offender management and ASB/Envirocrime. It also deals with youth offending 
and gangs. This being the case, the impact of the areas covered is borough wide.    

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Ward Councillor Views 
 

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments?  Not Applicable 
 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  N/A 
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Appendix A 

 

Minute 
Number/Title  
 

Matters Arising Update 
 

Minute 9 
Violence 
Reduction Plan 
Refresh Update 
 
25th March 2021 

Resolved that the update on the VRAP be 
noted, and that the Assistant Director for 
Public Protection and Enforcement would 
update partners after the visit from the 
VRU in April. 

An update will be provided at the 
meeting. 

Minute 14 
AOB 
 
25th March 2021 

The results of the Crime Needs 
Assessment be reported to Partners at 
the next SBP meeting. 
 

An update will be provided at the 
meeting 
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Foreword

We are pleased to introduce the Safer Bromley Partnership Community Safety
Strategy for 2020 to 2023, which incorporates the Community Plan and the
Crime Reduction Strategy into a single document. 

It has been produced by the Community Safety Team on behalf of the Safer Bromley Partnership, and the
overarching aim for the Partnership is for Bromley to continue to be one of the safest boroughs in London. In
attempting to maintain and indeed improve Bromley's current position, broad strategic themes have been
identified as priorities within this strategy. This enables flexibility in responding to changing crime trends and
any emerging issues. Delivery will be reviewed annually in line with Bromley's annual strategic assessment and
local trends, to ensure that delivery reflects need whilst also maximising opportunities for joint working across
the borough.

Delivering on the priorities outlined in this strategy requires a range of partner organisations working together,
to share the skills, powers and resources that are available to them. The Safer Bromley Partnership has
established a structure that brings together partners at a strategic, performance and operational level, that of
the Safer Bromley Partnership Board. The Board holds the overarching responsibility for this strategy, and
works closely with other key strategic boards, to support the delivery of the priorities set out in this strategy.
Issues such as violence against women and girls, tackling serious violence and keeping children and young
people safe, requires a safeguarding focus and long term interventions, to ensure that the underlying causes
are addressed. To be effective, a number of the priorities, cross cutting themes and emerging trends outlined
in the plan are shared across the strategic partnerships. As such, the intention within this strategy is not to
provide comprehensive, prescriptive detail on partner actions, but to provide a broad outline of partner
ambitions in supporting the priorities within, and further signpost the partner strategies, policies and plans that
contain their respective detailed actions.

Since the publication of the last strategy in 2017, the Metropolitan Police introduced a new policing model, and
created 12 Basic Command Units (BCUs), which replaced the previous 32 borough model. Bromley, Sutton and
Croydon now form the South BCU, which is the largest in the Metropolitan Police. As the Board recognises that
crime practices often extend beyond geographic boundaries, and can impact on several geographical locations,
the partnership will focus on an intelligence led approach to tackle any cross boundary issues that may affect
the residents of this borough.

Finally, every member of the community has a role to play in reducing the negative impacts caused by crime
and disorder and the challenges we are facing, and we will look to increase our work with communities to
assist us in our ambition to keep Bromley a safe borough, now and for future generations.
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The Safer Bromley Partnership Board
This Safer Bromley Partnership Board comprises of statutory and non statutory
partners. It brings the organisations together so that they can cooperate at a
strategic level to improve community safety outcomes for the residents of
Bromley.

The Board has the responsibility for developing a Strategy that delivers the priorities determined by Mayor's Office
Police and Crime, as well as those that are important to our residents. 

Our partners

We chose our priorities by:
Incorporating the agreed Borough specific priorities within the Policing and Crime Plan for 2017 to 2021, as
determined by Mayor's Office Police and Crime (MOPAC), and undertaking a strategic assessment of crime data.
Taking the concerns of residents into account through analysis of the results of the Crime Survey, which
highlighted those issues that impact on their quality of life.
Considering collective partnership impact, and identifying areas of work where the Partnership is best placed to
have the largest cooperative impact, due to cross cutting and coordinated themes.
By considering impact on victims, as some crimes have a more significant impact on a victim than others, for
example, the differing impact of shoplifting compared to that of residential burglary or domestic violence are
hugely contrasting for a victim.

London Borough of Bromley London Community Rehabilitation Service

London Fire Brigade Mayor's Office Police and Crime (MOPAC)

Metropolitan Police Service

NHS Clinical Commissioning Group
South East London

National Probation Service

NHS Trust
London Ambulance Service

Non-statutory partners
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In 2019 the Council's Community Safety Team surveyed our residents to find
out what their concerns and perceptions were.

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023

What did our residents say?

82%
burglary

Percentage of residents who thought the following were a serious problem:

53%
criminal damage

43%
drug use

61%
fraud

47%
gangs

21%
hate crime

42%
knife crime

82%
motor vehicle theft

Percentage of residents that felt:

88%
safe in their local

area during the day

54%
alone in their area

after dark

72%
safe on public

transport
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Metropolitan Police Reported Crime Data
showed us that between February 2019 and January 2020

All crime types

(up 9%)

25,279

Anti-social behaviour

(up 16%)

6,772

Arson

(up 18%)

99

Criminal damage

(down 3%)

1,918

Motor vehicle theft

(up 10%)

977

Personal robbery

(up 14%)

428

Possession of drugs

(up 50%)

1,074

Possession of a knife

(down 44%)

65

Public order offences

(up 7%)

1,637

Race and religious hate crime

(up 6%)

460

Residential burglary

(down 3%)

2,122

Violence against the person

(up 2%)

2,185
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Our four priorities

Each priority has associated delivery mechanisms to drive them forward, and will be reviewed annually to ensure that
they are relevant, and monitored periodically to determine progress. If priorities are changed in the future this
document will be updated to reflect them.

Safer neighbourhoods Violence Against
Women and Girls

Keeping young people
safe

Stand together against
hate crime and extremism
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This Priority looks at the crime and anti-social behaviour (ASB) that concern our residents the most, and that MOPAC
has identified as relevant to our borough. We will tackle issues across the borough as well as targeting resources on
those areas that are highlighted as hot-spots through either the highest levels of crimes reported, or through noted
increases. Our aim will be to reduce crime, reduce ASB and improve the confidence of residents and provide
reassurance. There are key inter-relationships between this priority and our other three priorities.

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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Priority 1

Safer neighbourhoods

Our aim
To achieve reductions in the following crimes that are deemed by MOPAC, the Police and residents to be local priorities:

Non-domestic violence with injury
Residential burglary

Crime against the elderly and vulnerable (financial abuse)
Anti-social behaviour

What we will tackle
We will take a joint problem solving approach in respect of those crimes that affect our residents and businesses the
most, including:

Non-domestic violence with injury
Establishing a specific Police led tasking group to tackle and reduce violent crime. Taking an intelligence led
partnership approach to tackle violent crime, serious youth and gang violence and hate crime to develop
taskings, and further deliver against the actions within any associated plans or strategies pertaining to these
issues.

Residential burglary
Establishing a specific Police led tasking group to tackle and reduce residential burglary and also theft of and
from motor vehicles in identified hotspots.

Crime against the elderly and vulnerable (financial abuse)
Working with all stakeholders to protect older and otherwise vulnerable residents from scams and doorstep
crime.

Anti-social behaviour
Managing high volume and problematic areas of anti-social behaviour including fly-tipping.
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Through improved communication between all interested parties, to ensure that stakeholders have the opportunity to
provide feedback on their concerns, and that the work of partners is optimised through aligning strategic aims,
targeting resources based on evidence, and by avoiding duplication. A framework will be established for consultation
and engagement with partners and the wider community through networks, meetings and other mechanisms (email,
bulletins etc). Community Impact days will continue to be held 12 times a year, to tackle anti-social behaviour hot-spot
areas for reductions in issues including: fly-tipping, arson, carrying of weapons, nuisance mopeds etc, and
neighbourhood policing teams will be used to better protect and support vulnerable children and adults.

Through use of data analytical tools and partnership tasking groups (such as Tactical Tasking Coordination Group and
Joint Action Group), to track and respond to local crime trends in real time, and to provide local input to develop
appropriate responses to Borough concerns. This will include the development of a bespoke intelligence package, and
the introduction of specific police tasking teams. These teams (the Serious Inquisitive Crime Team and the Violence
Reduction Team), will be dedicated to reduce local priority crimes including non-domestic violence with injury,
residential burglary, motor vehicle theft, and anti-social behaviour in general.

CCTV
Through ensuring the effective use of public space CCTV on targeted areas as determined by intelligence, and the
investment in new deployable cameras.

Reduce risk of financial abuse of the elderly or vulnerable
Through targeted communications campaigns and enforcement.

Reducing violence
Through delivering the work streams within the Violence Reduction Action Plan, the Gang Violence Matrix, the Violence
Against Women & Girls strategy, the Youth Justice Strategy and the Police Police led Violence Reduction Team.

Make use of legislation
Through appropriate use of the powers within various Acts including the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and
Antisocial Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014, to ensure that all available remedies are considered, including the
use of Dispersal Orders, Community Protection Warnings, Community Protection Notices, Public Space Protection
Order and dispersal orders, subject to a balanced approach involving support and treatment outreach services and
enforcement where necessary.

Use an intelligence led approach

Improve partnership and stakeholder engagement and collaboration

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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How we will do it

Priority 1

Safer neighbourhoods
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This priority looks at protecting women and girls from violence. Too many women and girls suffer harassment, abuse
and violence on a daily basis; whether at the hands of partners, family members or strangers, this is always
unacceptable. We support Mayor’s Office for Policing & Crime in their stance of taking a zero-tolerance approach
wherever this violence and abuse takes place, with meaningful support for victims and survivors, and significant
consequences for perpetrators. This does not mean that we diminish or ignore the suffering experienced by men and
boys. The services we commission will support victims and survivors whatever their gender. The Metropolitan Police
Service has made tackling domestic abuse a high priority, and has a dedicated unit within the Borough Command Unit.
They will investigate all instances of domestic abuse, even in cases where a victim has not reported it themselves. There
are key interrelationships between this priority and our other priorities.

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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Priority 2

Violence Against Women and Girls

Our aim
To reduce violence against women and girls, change the culture that allows this to happen, and empower them to take
control, in doing so we will:

What we will tackle
We will take a joint problem solving approach to better protect women and girls in the borough by:

Prevention
Changing attitudes and preventing violence by raising awareness through campaigns, safeguarding and
educating children, early identification, intervention and training.

Better protect women and girls Improve support for those affected Target offenders

Provision
Assisting survivors to get on with their lives by providing effective provision of services, advice and support.

Partnership
Developing a coordinated multi agency approach by ensuring that the response to domestic abuse is shared
by all stakeholders.

Protection
Providing an effective criminal justice system by working towards effective prosecution, supporting victims
and providing perpetrator interventions.
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By refreshing the Violence Against Women & Girls 2016- 2019 strategy and update the Domestic Homicide Review
protocol.

By developing a communication plan to increase awareness of the services Violence Against Women & Girls provide.
Tackle under-reporting through media engagement, partnership and information sharing between professionals
(particularly health), and engaging the third sector including campaign groups.

Communicate

Provide strategic direction

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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How we will do it

Priority 2

Violence Against Women and Girls

By improving the response to victims by developing mechanisms to capture data in addition to that provided by the
Police, to enable accurate mapping of the prevalence of Violence Against Women & Girls and implement appropriate
responses and services where needed.

Take an intelligence led approach

By supporting them through an effective and robust Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC),
implementing any learning points from Domestic Homicide Reviews, and by ensuring that all local domestic violence
services are aware of the relevant support services that are available, including: The One Stop Shop , Outreach Support
and the Domestic Violence Intervention Programme (DVIP).

Protect high risk victims

To ensure that perpetrators of violence against women and girls are held accountable according to the law, and are
provided with assistance to change their abusive behaviour in order to prevent them from causing harm or violence to
their current, past or future partners.

Make use of legislation

With Children's Social Care and Children’s Early Intervention Teams to provide support, advocacy and deliver age
appropriate work in a range of educational, youth and community settings.

Work in partnership
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Reducing the number of first time entrant children in the youth justice system, and reduce re-offending
Reducing the number of knife crimes, by volume and repeat victims and reduce levels of serious youth violence
Preventing and reducing substance misuse

To improve outcomes and life chances for children and young people in contact with the youth justice system, or at risk
of becoming involved in crime and anti-social behaviour by:

Our ambition is for our borough to be safe for our children and young people, where they can grow up, thrive and have
the best life chances in families who flourish, and are happy to call Bromley home. To achieve this we want to improve
neighbourhoods affected by anti-social behaviour and crime. We want to reduce crimes that cause the most harm to
children and young people, by preventing them through early intervention (where possible) for those who are at risk of
offending, or re-offending. There are key interrelationships between this priority and our other priorities.

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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Priority 3

Keeping young people safe

Our aim

What we will tackle
We will work with partners to take a holistic approach to address the issues that can compromise the safety of our
young people through the delivery of the prevention and support programme by:

Reducing first time entrants into the criminal justice system and by reducing
reoffending
Supporting young people on the cusp of offending through the offer of the prevention support programme,
through providing support to parents, and working closely with our probation partners.

Reducing the number of knife crimes and levels of serious youth violence
Diverting, disrupting and preventing those at risk of serious youth violence and gang involvement becoming
tomorrow’s offenders.

Enforcing against businesses that sell age restricted products to children and young
people
Detering businesses from selling age restricted products to young people with the intention of improving
community safety and public health
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By delivering the knife crime intervention programme for young people who carry weapons, working on a robust
approach to prevention in identifying young people through Merlin reports, and using partnership taskings to develop
and deliver the Violence Reduction Action Plan. By working with partners to recognise that child exploitation must also
be understood in terms of its connectivity with a wider range of vulnerabilities that young people can be exposed to,
including: harmful sexual behaviours, missing children, gang involvement and youth crime. By working in partnership
with the Police Anti-Social Behaviour Team, and schools to address anti-social behaviour issues, through the adoption
of an early intervention approach, that utilises informal approaches that can be escalated to formal enforcement
where necessary or appropriate.

By setting up an in-house Prevention Support Programme working closely with Community Safety and Children's
Social Care to assist children early away from offending, and publish a serious youth violence toolkit. Also by delivering
the cross cutting key actions within the Youth Justice Strategy 2019-21 and the Serious Youth Violence strategy 2018.

Provide support

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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How we will do it

Priority 3

Keeping young people safe

By tracking and sharing information on those young people who have associations with gangs, through the weekly
Missing, Exploited, Gang Affiliated (MEGA) meetings. In addition by providing gang awareness training and by
supporting young people to exit gangs, as well as applying for gang injunctions where appropriate.

Work with partners to disrupt gangs

Work with partners to tackle knife crime, serious youth violence, child exploitation and
anti-social behaviour 

By delivering a programme of test purchasing in respect of age-restricted legislation pertaining to products and
activities including, sale of alcohol, cigarettes knifes, as well as underage gambling and drinking on licensed premises.

Carry out joint operations with Trading Standards, Licensing and Police
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This Priority focuses on work to tackle those crimes that are motivated by malice or ill-will towards a social group, on
the basis of race, religion, sexual orientation, disability or gender identity or other protected characteristic.

Communities that are divided and fearful are more susceptible to intolerance, hatred and targeting. In addition to the
aforementioned often targeted groups, there is emerging recognition that financial abuse of the elderly (or otherwise
vulnerable residents) should also be considered as a hate crime, as perpetrators deliberately choose their victims on the
basis of the perceived vulnerability that may be associated with their age.

There are key interrelationships between this priority and our other priorities.

To improve reporting of hate crime and to reduce repeat victimisation of victims of hate crime.

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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Priority 4

Stand together against hate crime and extremism

Our aim

What we will tackle
We will work protect our vulnerable communities by:

Working to reduce the levels of Hate Crime and repeat victimisation

Working to raise awareness of the issues

Working to gain community support

Working to understand the risks of and journey to radicalisation and extremism

Recognising that targeted financial abuse of the elderly (or otherwise vulnerable) can
be also be considered as a hate crime
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Use an analysis of hate crimes levels, to ensure increases and trends are identified and tackled early.

Undertake ongoing analysis

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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How we will do it

Priority 4

Stand together against hate crime and extremism

In partnership with the Safer Neighbourhood Police together with community and faith groups, work to raise
awareness and tackle all forms of hate crime. Maintain a high visibility in the community by delivering talks and
awareness raising events; ensure training on how to spot financial abuse is delivered to practitioners within social care,
police and other relevant stakeholders; ensure a rapid response service is provided to all urgent requests for
assistance.

Work in partnership 

Undertake community tension assessments if needed, and encourage communities to report incidents of hate crime
as they occur.

Encourage support from communities

Process and signpost cases to ensure all requirements are met.

Continue to fulfil our Channel and Prevent duties

Work to support those who are victims of hate crimes.

Support for victims

Explore options for restorative justice mechanisms.

Restorative mechanisms

Recognise that by perpetrators deliberately choosing their victims on the basis of their perceived vulnerability that may
be associated with their age (or otherwise) is akin to a hate crime. Provide a 2 hour rapid response service for those
residents who are victims of doorstop crime or scams.

Protecting victims of doorstop crime or scams
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How will we know we are on track?

This theme will be included as a substantive discussion item at the Safer Bromley Partnership Board in quarter 1; Police will
provide a crime update at each Safer Bromley Partnership Board, and partners will present an end of year update in quarter 4.
Local data via the Metropolitan Police Service crime dashboard (updated monthly) will be monitored, and Community Safety
will attend Tactical Tasking Coordination Group each month to provide input into tasking and analyse effectiveness of
responses.
Local data via the Mayor’s Office for Policing & Crime performance framework and monthly updates on high harm crime
across boroughs will be monitored to identify trends and developments and analyse effectiveness of responses.
Police will present an update to the Public Protection & Enforcement Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee every
quarter.

Safer neighbourhoods 

This theme will be included as a substantive discussion item at the Safer Bromley Partnership Board in quarter 2, whereby
Violence Against Women & Girls, Police and associated Partners will provide an update. Partners will also present an end of
year update in quarter 4.
The Domestic Violence and Violence Against Women & Girls subgroup will lead on the effective monitoring and scrutiny of
partner agencies in their service delivery, present findings within that setting, and report exceptions to the Safer Bromley
Partnership Board if they occur.
Update the Violence Against Women & Girls Strategy and the Domestic Homicide Review Protocol by August 2020.

Violence Against Women and Girls

This theme will be included as a substantive discussion item at the Safer Bromley Partnership Board in quarter 3; and Partners
will present an end of year update in quarter 4.
First time entrants into custody and re-offending will be monitored through national KPIs. Reports will be made to the Youth
Offending Service Board on a quarterly basis highlighting concerns within indicators.
Youth Offending Service will complete an in depth analysis to identify areas of focus for the above.
Serious youth violence will be measured by the Mayor’s Office for Policing & Crime Weapon Enabled Crime Dashboard and also
through local data. Repeats monitored by Mayor’s Office for Policing & Crime dashboard and local data.
Measure success of reduction in weapons crime through published data on Mayor’s Office for Policing & Crime performance
framework.
Community Safety will attend and add value at Youth Offending Service Board Missing, Exploited, Gang Affiliated and Multi
Agency Child Criminal Exploitation.
Victims will be monitored by local data over time to look at reductions of numbers.

Keeping young people safe

This theme will be included as a substantive discussion item at the Safer Bromley Partnership Board in quarter 4; Partners will
provide an update at each board, and present an end of year update in December quarter 4 .
The Metropolitan Police Hate Crime and Special Crime Dashboard will be used to monitor increased reporting of victims of
Hate crime. Data is published into the public domain monthly for each London Borough.
Data through the Mayor’s Office for Policing & Crime Hate Crime Dashboard for figures at a borough level will be monitored.
Levels of early identification of hate crime and extremism through referrals will be monitored and tracked.
The number of rapid response calls to the scam hotline, and the associated outcomes will be tracked and monitored.

Stand together against hate crime and extremism
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Bromley Safeguarding Adults Board Strategy

Building a Better Bromley

Children's and Young People's Plan

Police and Crime Plan

Homelessness Strategy

Child Sexual Exploitation Protocol

Public Protection and Enforcement Portfolio Plan

VAWG Strategy

Youth Justice Strategy

Serious Youth Violence Strategy

Violence Reduction Action Plan

Bromley Community Safety Partnership Strategy 2020 to 2023
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Supporting strategies and actions plans
Helping to deliver this strategy
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For more information, contact:
Environment and Public Protection
London Borough of Bromley
Civic Centre, Stockwell Close
Bromley BR1 3UH

A product of the Strategy, Performance and Corporate Transformation DivisionPage 36



 
 
 

Quarter One - Substantive Discussion Progress Against Priority One of the Safer 
Bromley Partnership Strategy: 
 

Rag 
Status 

Priority One - Safer Neighbourhoods 

Partner - Community Safety 

Priority One Safer Neighbourhoods looks at the crime and anti-social behaviour that 
concern our residents the most, and that MOPAC has identified as relevant to our 
borough. 
 
The main Partner her is the Met Police, and we work in partnership with them wherever 
possible and appropriate to tackling the issues across the borough as well as well as 
targeting resources on those areas that are highlighted as hot-spots. 
 
There are 4 sub-priorities that have been agreed here, these are: 
 

1. Non-domestic Violence with Injury; 
2. Residential Burglary; 
3. ASB; 
4. Crimes Against the Elderly and Vulnerable (Financial Abuse). 

 
Sub-priorities 1,3 and 4 have actions from the Community Safety Team.   

 

1. Non-domestic Violence with injury –  
 
Violence Reduction Action Plan Refresh  
 
The Community Safety Team has governance over the Violent Reduction Action Plan. 
As previously informed, Steve Bending from the Violence Reduction Unit (City Hall) 
virtually visited Bromley last year to ascertain progress against the plan. The visit 
participants included the Chief Executive BCU Leadership, and Community Safety Leads 
(AD Public Protection, Tony Baldock Head of Service Community Safety and 
Environmental and domestic regulation, and Rob Vale Head of Service Trading 
Standards and Commercial Regulation.)  
 
Following this, the VRU announced that the plan was to be refreshed in September 2020, 
and accordingly all partners reviewed the amended themes and updated the plan, and 
the refreshed plan was submitted ahead of the deadline. The refreshed plan retained 
included the optional actions carried forwards, and the new mandatory actions. 
 
In January 2021 the Leader and the CEX received the formal feedback from the VRU on 
the plan, the headline comments were: 
This is a commendably comprehensive action plan that demonstrates a strong 
partnership approach to reduce violence and vulnerability in Bromley. The 
borough developed an impressive plan last year and it is good to see how this has 
progressed further, with the inclusion of some innovative activity and a collective 
sense of leadership demonstrated throughout. 
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As the VRU is keen to further develop its relationship with each borough and provide 
tangible support, they provided a pro-forma for each authority to populate, so as to 
develop bespoke support for us.  
 
Following the above, Steve Bending visited the AD of Public Protection, Chief Inspector 
Craig Knight and DCI Lewis Collins virtually on the 24th May 2021. Again, Steve 
Bending gave context to the meeting, following on from feedback of the action plan. 
Bromley has a strong action plan that clearly showed strong delivery to reducing 
violence. The support that we requested was: 

 To develop a repository borough VRAPs so we can generate new thinking on 
how to deliver the actions 

 To develop a best practise document  

 To develop a basket containing offers that the VRU can provide for each 
borough, and each borough choose 2 

 That a weighting be applied to the VRAP actions, so that they could be 
prioritised in meaningful way 

 To develop strategic analysis should that sets out the rational for priorities, which 
in turn should then determine the resources allocated to them.  

 Support to move to evidence-based policing and partnership, so local strategic 
priorities could be best decided 

 That analysis be supplied that shows how violence reduction creates a ROI for 
other services e.g. education, NHS etc 
 

The issues we discussed were: 

 With regards to analysis, we discussed that this issues with understanding what 
success looks like 

 Understanding how resources (money) and resource allocation (time) impact on 
delivery 

 The need analytical support in Met and LA- so that we all speak the same 
language and then link this into strategic assessments for councils and MOPAC 

 There is a risk in current times of headline incidents creating pressure for 
prioritising more and more areas of work, without understanding that finite 
resources mean something else will have to be de-prioritised. 

 Community engagement- consistent theme that has come up across majority of 
boroughs 

 
Finally, all partners have completed their April 2021 updates, and these have been 
submitted to the VRU 
 
TTCG 
Community Safety representatives continue to attend the TTCG meetings, and are able 
to contribute to the tasking that arises from that group. 
 
YOS Board 
The membership of the YOS Board has been ratified, and the AD of Public Protection 
remains as a member, and continues to have oversight for services (Community Safety 
and ASB Teams) that have a direct impact on the Youth Justice Strategy 2019-21.  
Representation at this level ensures that the Board understand the remits of the services 
within the Public Protection division, that they understand the interconnectivity between 
Community Safety and YOS, and affords the opportunity to provide updates on specific 
cases and themes as required. Representation is made at every board, and any tasking 
that can be delivered by, or enhanced by the services within the Community Safety remit 
are captured, actioned and progressed.  
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Weekly BCU Leadership and Heads of Community Safety virtual meetings 
 
Until his departure from Bromley, Tony Baldock attended the weekly meetings with BCU 
leadership- this ensures that all partnerships in the borough are aware of emerging 
themes, and can develop a local response. For example, as a result of COVID, LBB 
produced the joint enforcement approach for the BCU. Moving forwards Joanne Stowell 
will continue. 
 
 

2. Burglary 
 
Since the 2019 figures were published Burglary has fallen by 44.45%. Bromley has 0.15 
Burglary offences per 1000 population. Bromley is ranked in the bottom quartile of the 
32 Boroughs of London for number of offences. The reduction equates to 1158 fewer 
offences. Clearly COVID has had an enormous impact on this. 
 
Since March of this year the number of offences has fallen monthly. 
 
However Bromley suffered 1130 dwelling burglaries last year and 149 offences reported 
in May. The top 5 wards for Burglary dwelling are: 
 
1. Cray Valley East 
2. Cray Valley West 
3. Copers Cope 
4. Crystal Palace 
5. Bromley Town 
 
The Cray Valley issues relate to a number of high value burglaries. This series features 
in the monthly TTCG agenda. Foot patrols of the areas have been conducted and a 
number of intelligence submissions made in the last quarter of people stopped and 
searched. There is a current Burglary operation which will shortly be in the arrest phases 
of the operation.  
 
There is a root and branch review of burglary offences being undertaken outlined below 
which should lead to increased opportunity for detections and learning of best practice 
across the BCU and in Bromley. 
 

 

3. ASB 
 
COVID ASB 
This quarter the BCU has continued to work in partnership with Community Safety to 
deliver joint work on COVID. 
 
Quad Bikes Paul’s Cray Hill Park 
Ongoing nuisance has been reported from off road bikes being used in this particular 
park, and open spaces within the Cray areas.  
 
The SN Police carried out several operations together with social media communications 
to tackle the issue to great effect, however, it appears as if the issue is relocating to 
Elmstead Woods, and action will be developed to target this area. 
 
CRAG and ASBAG 
 
The Crime Reduction Action Group continues to meet alongside the Anti- Social 
Behaviour Action Group. 
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Latest updates: 
 
Clarion 
Extremely busy with ASB type issues and DA and DV increased. Now engaged with the 
DRIVE program and also working to refresh the MARRAC via the steering group. Also 
assisting LBB Housing colleagues who are responsible for Star Lane with PPE. 
 
LBB Street Enforcement 
 
Fly tipping still at high levels especially in rural locations. Works are continuing in regards 
to defences as far as is possible. Working with local land-owners to investigate options 
to control off road motorcycle issues also. Ward Security active in LBB owned land and 
picking up on nuisance issues such as groups of drinkers. 
 
LBB Housing 
Rough sleeper audit revealed 58 rough sleepers in LBB. Large number not actually 
homeless and lots of begging thought to be organised using individuals likely to be being 
exploited. Outreach worker in post for rapid response for street homeless and funding 
being sought to increase length of contract. Home Office funding now closed for rough 
sleepers during COVID but bids for staffing being pursued. Outreach services in place 
for street community via CGL, Thames Reach etc. 3 long term rough sleepers present in 
LBB and Housing are working with these known individuals. 
 
LBB Community Safety 
MPS advised re the likely exploitation of street beggars and request made for ANPR to 
be used to capture vehicle details if dropping off points can be established.  
Mediation via CALM provision may be available - Mark Atkinson is LBB point of contact 
and Gate Keeper.  
 
MPS 
Problems seen with takeaway drinking outside licensed premises in first unlocking not 
yet been experienced. MPS will have significant resource issues as the summer 
progresses and it would be very useful to do some forward planning around current 
issues of concerns related to ASB such as off-road motorcycles.. Would recommend visit 
to Star Lane for anyone dealing with issues to get sense of perspective. 
 
SNASB (Statutory Nuisance and ASB Team) 
The joint team to deal with statutory nuisance and ASB is now in place and a common 
problem-solving approach being used to resolve cases. 
 
The SNASB Team receives over 3000 service requests for nuisance and ASB every 
year, and the availability of resources means that there are many occasions when more 
service requests are received than the Team can immediately respond to. Each 
complaint service received (regardless of whether it results in a site visit or not), takes 
time to record and investigate; and in order to ensure that all residents and businesses 
have appropriate access to the SNASB Team services, as such, a service offer this is 
being produced, and this sets out how the resources of the team will be used fairly and 
effectively to ensure that issues are investigated and progressed in an appropriate way. 
 
Just as Local Authorities have a statutory duty to investigate statutory nuisance, all social 
housing landlords (including those Local Authorities who maintain this role), have a duty 
to publish policies and procedures to help them deal with reports of general nuisance 
and ASB.   
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The Council is not a social landlord, and transferred ownership of its social housing stock 
to a housing association, Broomleigh, in 1992. The stock is now owned by the Clarion 
Group, the UK’s largest social housing provider. 80% of the social homes in Bromley are 
owned and managed by Clarion, with Hyde Housing Association, A2 Dominion and 
Amicus Horizon also having significant amounts of housing stock. These and other 
housing associations with stock in the Borough work together as the Bromley Federation 
of Housing Associations to promote social and affordable housing and to maintain a 
strong and constructive relationship with the Council. 
 
The RSL’s that operate within this borough have produced written arrangements for 
reporting problems of general nuisance and ASB, and these include clear response times 
for addressing these issues. In addition, they also have systems for registering any 
complaints about service failure.   
 
ASB from RSL Tenants 
In instances where the SNASB Team receive a complaint from an RSL tenant concerning 
general nuisance or ASB arising from another RSL tenant, or from a situation arising 
from an area in their control (e.g. the common grounds on estates, community areas 
etc.), officers will advise the resident to report the issue directly to the RSL in the first 
instance, so as to give them the opportunity to resolve the issue.  
 
As RSLs have dedicated teams to deal with tenancy issues, general nuisance and ASB, 
and the Council has an expectation that they (in the first instance) should apply their own 
policies to resolve issues, without drawing unnecessarily on Council resources. 
 
At the point where the tenant can demonstrate that they have exhausted the procedure 
as described above, and where the investigating officer determines that there is an 
actionable case of ASB, the SNASB Team will progress the matter.   
 
Ultimately the RSL as a landlord can be held responsible (by default or sufferance) and 
accountable for the actions and behaviours of their tenants, if they have been made 
aware of the issue. If this is the case, and have failed to resolve it, the Council will 
consider enforcement action against the group or individual who has caused the problem, 
or if appropriate, the RSL itself. 
 

4. Financial Crimes Against the Elderly and Otherwise Vulnerable 

An additional high-volume crime has been included within Priority One Safer 
Neighbourhoods, and that being financial abuse of the elderly and otherwise vulnerable. 
Although this is not a MOPAC priority, it has been included to capture the work carried 
out by Bromley Trading Standards in relation to scams and doorstep crime. It is hoped 
that the inclusion of this priority will prevent older residents from becoming victims of 
scams and doorstep crime, enable them to stay within their homes, and further contribute 
to reducing their dependence on social care support, which is a common outcome for 
the elderly who become victims. 

During Quarter 1 the following has been noted by Trading Standards: 

 A total of 676 complaints were made to the Citizens Advice Consumer Helpline 
during April and May 2021.  

 Of these, 139 were transferred to LBB Trading Standards for further 
investigation/advice.    

 43 of these cases related to scams or doorstep crime. 

 A significant number of the scam complaints (36%) involved investment fraud with 
an average loss to the resident of £46,928. 
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 Rogue builders and gardeners/tree surgeons accounted for most of the doorstep 
crime complaints and the average loss to the resident was £1,696. 

 Early interventions and advice saved residents £15,610. 

 LBB has become a Friends Against Scams Organisation, with a lead role for 
Trading Standards 

Case Study:  

“It felt as if I had burglars in the house and I was a bit scared of what they would 
do if I said I wasn’t going to write anymore cheques; they might have turned on 
me”. 

These are the words of a 74 year old female resident who was cold called by two Bromley 
based gardeners and charged £18,640 for work which an expert estimated to be worth 
no more than £1,600. Following the initial cold all, the two men returned to the victim 12 
times, each time demanding payment for work for routine gardening maintenance. The 
fraud came to light when the victims bank alerted Bromley Trading Standards who then 
conducted an investigation under the Fraud Act 2006. Both defendants pleaded guilty to 
fraud charges at Bromley Magistrates Court in May 2021 and the matter was referred to 
Croydon Crown for sentencing in Jun 2021.  In a victim impact statement the resident 
said “After Trading Standards fitted a camera on my front door, I felt a lot safer. I 
felt as if I could say ‘No more, I’ve got this now’. 
 

 

 

5. Impact of COVID 19 on Business as Usual (of any) 
 

 
On 22 February 2021, the Government announced the roadmap out of the national 
lockdown. The plan is made up of four parts, with the first part focusing on the reopening 
of schools and colleges, which began on 8 March 2021 (STEP ONE A).  
   
The next stage of the roadmap commenced on 29 March 2021 (STEP ONE B) with 
outdoor sports facilities such as tennis and basketball courts, and open-air swimming 
pools, being allowed to reopen, and people will be able to take part in formally organised 
outdoor sports.   
 
STEP TWO on the 12th of April saw the reopening of outdoor hospitality, including pubs, 
cafes, and restaurants. To support these businesses to reopen safely, the government 
legislated to enable them to set up outdoor shelters and marquees without planning 
permissions. Guidance was provided for how these structures can be set up safely and 
what conditions they need to meet to be considered “outdoors”.  For instance – in line 
with the existing rules for outdoor smoking areas – shelters, marquees and other 
structures erected by hospitality and other businesses can have a roof but need to have 
at least 50% of the area of their walls always open whilst in use. 
 
Public Protection has endeavoured to ensure that this guidance is applied proportionately 
and consistently in our borough to support businesses to reopen safely and have applied 
flexible interpretations of this rule wherever possible.  

Further easing also allowed the re-opening of non-essential retail, personal care 
premises such as hairdressers, beauty and nail salons and indoor leisure facilities such 
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as gyms and spas, the majority of outdoor settings and attractions, including outdoor 
hospitality, zoos, theme parks, drive-in cinemas and drive-in performances events. 

12th April 2021 to 23rd May 2021  

Number of covid-
secure / business 
closure compliance 
visits or checks have 
been completed 

Follow up contacts 
(emails, telephone 
calls, advice materials) 

Compliance 
rate 

Number of written 
notices/warnings 

1,185 248 91.7% 27 

 
STEP THREE commenced on 17th May 2021 allowing the re-opening of indoor hospitality 
including restaurants, cafes and pubs as well as indoor entertainment venues such as 
cinemas and children’s play areas; the rest of the accommodation sector, including 
hotels, hostels and B&Bs; and indoor adult group sports and exercise classes. 
 
Initial visits in the first week of STEP THREE showed positive levels of compliance, as 
such Public Protection will be focussing on responding to complaints, areas of concern 
where infections are seen to be increasing, as well as a day of action in the run up to 
STEP 4 if that date is pushed back by the government.  
 

COVID 19 Activity in relation to the identified themes in (I,2 and 4)  

 
See above  
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Community Impact Day Results 
24th March 2021 Cray Valley West 

Safer Bromley Partners working together to enhance 
communities
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Environmental Activity 
• EVA’s conducted by LFB, LBB & 

Clarion 

• 2,200 kgs of waste removed by Velia 
and Clarion

• 21 m2 of graffiti removed 

• Two group litter picks by Friends of 
Parks & Neighbourhood Watch in 
hoblingwell and Lullingstone
Crescent area, over 20 black sacks 
collected, two bags of cannabis 
picked up. 
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Residential ASB Activity

• 8 multiagency door knocks to addresses to offer words of advice and 
/or reassurance in report incidents occurring

• 5 multiagency visits to households known for ASB, 3 in relation to off 
road bikes, tenancy action to be taken against 3 households

• 6 Nuisance and ASB visits conducted

• 500 appx leaflets distributed to residents surrounding Hobblingwell/ 
St Paul’s Cray CP on how to report off road bike activity by PCSO’s

• Words from one resident reminding us why a partnership approach 
is the best way “I’m not scared of the police, but I am scared of 
Clarion”
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Enforcement & Police Activity  
• 10 vehicles stopped
• Proactive hi-vis afternoon patrols by Police off

road bikes & support vehicles
• 3 people arrested and 4 vehicles seized for drug related 

offences
• 2 weapons sweeps conducted in parks
• 1 joint education welfare & Police Youth Engagement visit 

and joint visit to local secondary
• Envirocrime Officer processed 9 vehicles and gave advice 

two 2 vehicles on Waste Carrier Licences. 
• 7 parking penalty charges issued, all blue badges in vicinity 

valid
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Community Impact Day Results 
28th April 2021 Penge & surrounds 
Safer Bromley Partners working together to enhance 
communities
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Environmental Activity
Veolia and Clarion tackling street environment issues together 

• Enviro Visual Audits conducted by LBB & 
Clarion ahead of the day

• LBB Veolia removed 1,980 kgs of waste

• Clarion Enviro removed 220 kgs of waste 

• 56 m2 of graffiti removed by Veolia 

• 3 vehicles investigated. 
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Residential ASB Activity
Clarion, LBB and Police working together to visit residents for enforcement, 
support  or investigation purposes. 

• Multiagency visits to addresses in 3 
communal stairwells to understand 
behaviours and offer reassurance in 
reporting incidents occurring

• 4 multiagency visits to households 
known for ASB. 

• 2 Safeguarding visits conducted to 
households and their neighbours, to 
understand tensions and concerns.

• Nuisance and ASB (LBB enviro health) 
visits conducted to 4 households. 
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Police Multiagency Focussed Activity
Immigration, Police, LBB Enforcement running traffic stops and engaging 24 hr food delivery drivers

• Large number of Police Officers attending the day

• 14+ vehicles stopped

• Proactive hi-vis afternoon patrols by Police in 

the High Street and across the Groves estate. 

• 3 immigration officers checking immigration status of all 
food delivery drivers and those in vehicles of traffic stops. 
7 referrals made by Police investigated. 

• 1 Immigration Offender (overstayer) ID’d and arrested. 

• Envirocrime Officer processed 11 vehicles, all vehicles 
with waste had correct Waste Carrier Licence. 
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Enforcement Activity 
Summary of Council led enforcement activity

• Enforcement letters served on two Ice 
Cream Vehicles in Crystal Palace Park, 
trading without a licence. Further activity 
in progress.  

• Knife sale enquiries conducted in all shops 
selling knives in Penge Town Centre.

• Civil Enforcement Officers checked 20 Blue 
Badges in use (all valid non-fraudulent) 
and issued 25 Penalty Charge Notices for 
parking infringements.  
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Youth Service & Engagement  Activity
LBB’s Bromley Youth Support Programme encouraging Civic Pride
Education Welfare and Police visiting children missing from school 

• 3 households visited by LBB Education 
Welfare and Youth Engagement Police to get 
children back into school, two for Harris 
Academy Schools and one missing from 
school following a move between boroughs. 

• Bromley Youth Support Programme(BYSP) 
worked with local young people to ID 
improvements local people would like to 
see. Guiding our workforce on the ground 
and enhancing pride in Penge. 

• Introductions between BYSP and Friends of 
Betts Park to progress further partnership 
work.
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Parks & Greenspace Activity
Friends of Parks, Ward Security and other Park Volunteers enhancing the park environment

• Weapons sweeps conducted in 
Penge Rec, Crystal Palace Park & 
Betts Park by Ward Security dog 
handlers, supported by PCSO.

• Litter picks by Friends of Parks & 
Penge Green Gym volunteers in 
Winsford & Betts Park 

• Multi-agency introductions for park 
friends at Penge Rec & Betts Park to 
enhance multiagency working. 
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Community Impact Day Results 
25th May 2021 Cray Valley East
Safer Bromley Partners working together to enhance 
communities
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Environmental Activity
Veolia and Clarion tackling street environment issues together 

• 1340kg’s of waste removed by Veolia

• 51 m2 of graffiti removed

• 940kgs waste removed by Clarion

• 2 untaxed vehicles noted for further

action.

• 2 burnt out vehicles processed for removal
from Star Lane

• 1 business visited for harmful waste on
highway/refuse storage enquiry.

Before

After
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Residential ASB Activity
Clarion, LBB and Police working together to visit residents for enforcement, support  or investigation purposes. 

• Overall eight households were visited who were coming to notice for ASB or 
safeguarding concerns. One block of residents were spoken to for info 
gathering. Of these visits: 

• Police assisted Clarion with possession of one property, which will be 
allocated to a new family. 

• Three welfare checks to households in need of additional support were 
conducted, one spoken to on the day and two referred for further action by 
Clarion. 

• Two households visited for associations with off road bikes locally and further 
action planned by Clarion as a result.

• 1 door knock to multiple properties within a block in relation to drugs and 
ASB, security measures scheduled here to secure weak doors. 
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Youth Engagement by Bromley Youth Support 
Programme  

Bromley youth service session delivered a session at The Link Youth 
Centre to understand the views and concerns of local young people.

Main concerns raised were:
• Muggings in Priory Gardens 

• Off road bikes and catapults in Hoblingwell Rec 

• Rubbish being tipped in Scadbury Park.

These young people will be updated on work conducted on the Impact 
Day and by our colleagues to tackle their concerns.  
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LBB Multiagency Focussed Activity

• Public Space Protection Order signage displayed in 
prominent locations on ward by LBB & Police. 

• Intel passed to police in relation to suspicious activity 
witnessed at an address. 

• Images of youths on mini-moto obtained for Police. 

• Visit with LFB to Star Lane for arson reduction.  
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Education Welfare Activity
Education Welfare and Police visiting children missing from school 

• Prior to the CID, all young people coming to 
notice for ASB around Priory Park recently 
had education status reviewed with a focus 
on getting any young people missing from 
school back in education. 

• On the CID 2 households were visited for 
children missing from Harris Primary School, 
Orpington. 

• And 2 households were visited for children 
missing from Honor Oak Primary School.

• In general schools are reporting good 
attendance locally. 
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Parks & Greenspace Activity
Friends of Parks, Ward Security and other Park Volunteers enhancing the park environment

• Weapons sweeps were conducted 
by 2 Ward Security Dog Handlers in 
St Paul’s Cray Country Park, 
Hoblingwell Rec and Priory Gardens. 

• Litter picks by 11 Neighbourhood 
Watch and Friends of Brook Park & 
other local volunteers. 
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Multi-agency problem Solving – Rookery 
Estate, work in progress
• LBB, Clarion, LFB, Cllr Pierce and Met 

Police visit to the Rookery Estate. 

• Discussions around the ‘broken windows 
theory’ and how to improve the area. 

• Actions taken away for LBB Property and 
Clarion to help improve some of the 
environmental aspects. 

• Crime Prevention advice distributed by 
Met Police to local residents in relation to 
parcel theft.
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Thank you! 

Thank you to everyone who supports us to make the Community Impact Day 
as proactive as possible, seizing opportunities to work collectively and 

maximise the use of the legislation we each respectively have access to. 

This approach is vital to keep the Bromley borough a safe and clean 
environment to live, work and play. 

Contact:

Amanda Mumford amanda.mumford@bromley.gov.uk
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Crime Needs Assessment to February 2021 

1. Context 

1.1 Background 

The Crime Needs Assessment (CNA) is a statutory requirement of all Community Safety Partnerships in England and Wales, as stated in 
the Crime and Disorder Act 1998. It is produced in order to better understand the crime related needs in the borough and to help decision 
makers set strategic high-volume local priorities related to crime. It can be used in supporting future commissioning processes, and helps 
to gain a greater understanding of the needs of the victims and where the highest offence rates may be. 

1.2 Methodology and Data Sources 

This CNA contains an analysis of crime rates, patterns, and offending in the London Borough of Bromley from March 2020 to February 
2021.  

Data used in the Assessment has been obtained from the Met Police Crime Dashboard, GLA Datastore, and the London MOPAC Crime 
Dashboard. Data taken for specific crimes has been obtained from here, and is correct up until the time of publishing.  

As populations vary significantly across London Boroughs, comparative data between Bromley and the rest of London has been calculated 

as a crime rate per 1000 people within a borough, as total offences will naturally be skewed with higher population boroughs seeing 

higher numbers overall.  

The assessment is not produced to provide a detailed analysis of every crime committed in Bromley, but rather to provide an overview 

of the key issues that decision makers can use as a tool when setting strategic priorities for crime in the borough going forward.  

1.3 MOPAC pan-London and Local Priorities within the Police & Crime Plan 2017-21 

The Mayor of London has published the Police and Crime Plan for London (2017-2021), which sets out the priorities for the safety of 

London. 
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The plan took a new approach to setting priorities so that more attention is paid right across London to complex, high-harm crimes such 

as domestic abuse, child sexual exploitation and sexual violence, while at the same time giving local MPS leaders and elected local 

politicians more control, freedom and flexibility to take action on the crimes that affect their residents the most. 

Instead of focusing on local crime targets imposed from City Hall, which may bear little resemblance to the things that really matter in 

communities themselves, MOPAC  consulted on and developed a new system of agreeing local priorities, in partnership with local MPS 

leaders and the elected local Council in every Borough. This ensures that local police teams focus on local priorities, agreed using data 

and evidence which is provided publicly, together with local strategic crime assessments. 

To support the local decision making around volume priorities, MOPAC developed a Crime Dashboard that focuses on 60% of the total 

recorded crime. This dashboard enables the tracking of the volume offences over time (at monthly and rolling 12-month intervals), 

identifies where these priorities have shifted over time and flags up short-term peaks in offending. This dashboard reduces the analytical 

burden placed on boroughs and assists problem solving and performance of priorities at a local level. 

The high-volume local priorities that boroughs are required to consider are: 

 Non-Domestic Abuse Violence with Injury (Non-DA VWI) 

 Robbery – Personal Property 

 Theft from MV 

 Theft of MV 

 Total theft person 

 Burglary 

 

1.4 Local Priorities (2020-21) 

Within the plan, MOPAC agrees two local police priorities with each Borough, alongside antisocial behaviour and a mandatory focus on 

high-harm crimes, and those which affect the most vulnerable Londoners, supported by data and research about crime, antisocial 

behaviour and confidence in the police. 

The two Local Priorities that were agreed with Bromley were 2020-21: 
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 Non-DA VWI 

 Burglary (Residential)  

As mentioned above, ASB is set as a statutory priority for all London Boroughs, and this category is broad enough to capture the majority 

of issues that concern residents the most. 

As a result of the consultation on the Safer Bromley Partnership Strategy, Bromley has also set the theft and taking of a motor vehicle, 

and financial abuse against the elderly and vulnerable as local priorities. As the financial abuse priority is not recognised by MOPAC, they 

do not collect data or track the success of reductions in this area, and this is considered locally at the board. 

Table 1 below shows the percentage change in the MOPAC recognised Local Volume priority and non-priority Crimes between Q3 

between years.   

Table 1: % difference in chosen Local Volume Crimes between Q3 FY19/20 (April to Dec 19) vs FYQ320/21 (April to December 20) 

Priority Non-Priority 

Non-DA VWI -11.2%  

 Robbery personal property -16.2% 

 Theft from MV – 27.8% 

 Theft of MV – 13.4% 

 Total theft person -31.54% 

Burglary -45.2%  
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1.5 Local Priority Crime – Ward Based Rolling Year 2021  

NDVWI  Total Volume Rolling Year Feb 21 = 1256 Total Burglary Total Volume Rolling Year Feb 21 =1476 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Ward Volumes % of Borough Crime Ward Volumes % of Borough Crime 

Bromley Town 179 14.25 Bromley Town 151 10.2 

Kelsey & Eden Park 140 11 Cray Valley East 104 7 

Cray Valley East  108 8.5 Crystal Palace 102 7 

Penge & Cator 99 7.8 Penge Cator 90 6 

   Cray valley West 86 5.8 

   Copers Cope 83 5.6 

   Orpington 82 5.5 

   Chelsfield & Pratts Bottom 78 5.2 
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The ward maps on the previous page show the volume of the local priority crimes as committed in each ward, as well as the 

percentage they represent against the total, and shows: 

• Bromley Town has the highest level of offences for both local priority crime types 

• For NDVWI 41% of all crimes are committed in the 4 highlighted wards in the North East and North West of the Borough  

• For Burglary 52.3% of all crimes are committed in the 8 highlighted wards in the North East and North West and Central parts of the 

Borough 

• The largest ward (geographical size) Darwin has the lowest level of crime for both priority types 

 

1.6 MOPAC Local Priorities for 2021-22 

In setting the local priorities for 2021/22, MOPAC again looked at data on high-volume crime at a Borough level to recommend priorities 

for the coming year. The crime picture in London was so drastically different from previous years because of COVID-19 and the lockdowns 

that MOPAC felt they should go back to the last year of “normal” data which was 19/20; as such, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, MOPAC 

decided to continue with the current priorities selected for each borough, as these priorities arose out of that data. 

This means for Bromley, the priorities for 2021/22 will be burglary and non-domestic violence with injury. ASB, as previously confirmed, 

will remain a London wide priority.      

• Non-DA VWI 

 Burglary (Residential) 
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2. Local Picture for Total Notifiable Offences 

2.1 Overview 

From March 20 to February 2021, the London average for Total Notifiable Offences was 23,269, and the recorded figure for Bromley was 

12.8% lower than the London Average at 20,284. 

When compared with other London Boroughs, Bromley remains as one of the safest boroughs with 62.28 crimes per 1000 population 

recorded in March 20 to February 2021. When compared with the London average of 82.88 crimes per 1000 population, this places 

Bromley as the borough with the 8th lowest crime rate. 

Placing these statistics in context, Bromley is the largest London borough in terms of geographical size, and has the 6th largest population 

(mid-year population estimates for London Boroughs by the ONS in 2019). Of the 5 boroughs which are estimated to have a greater 

population than Bromley (Barnet, Croydon, Ealing, Enfield, and Newham), all had significantly higher crime rates in 2020, and four of the 

five were significantly higher.   

When comparing Bromley to boroughs of a similar geographical size and population, it would be expected that the crime rate be higher. 

For example, the neighbouring borough of Croydon (which is also within the South BCU), has a crime rate of 82.24 considerably higher 

than Bromley’s. Again, when comparing Bromley to neighbouring boroughs which have notably smaller populations (such as Greenwich 

and Lewisham), their recorded crime rates were 86.24 and 86.29 respectively. These boroughs have crime rates more akin to the London 

average, as such, Bromley’s position as the 8th safest borough is to be commended, however, ongoing work is necessary to maintain 

and even improve upon this position. 

These differences in population density are important to understand when considering the data shown. The north of the borough is 

more akin to some of the inner London boroughs as mentioned, whilst the south of the borough has smaller communities, and compares 

more with Kent and the issues that it has.  
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The most common notified offences in Bromley in 2020 were Violence against the Person which made up 29.15% of the total, and of 

these offences, 31.98% resulted in injury. 

Compared to the same period in the previous year, Violence against the Person injuries dropped very slightly overall from 6,528 to 6,413 

TNOs, with the percentages staying largely the same.  

 

2.2 Covid-19 

As the following graph shows, the Covid-19 pandemic did have an effect on the number of TNOs during 2020.  

Whilst it certainly would not have been the sole factor, the graph shows a clear decline in TNOs from March, with a low in April during 

the first full month of the first lockdown imposed by the government. The TNOs also trend with lockdown or restricted periods, with 

clear troughs visible in April-May and a decline in November-December 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 State-based and victim-based offences 2019 v 2020 

The Total State Based Offences Graph show the numbers of state-based (crimes without an identifiable individual victim, such as 

possession of drugs or a weapon), and victim-based (crimes against a specific individual).  
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State-based crimes peaked during the lockdown periods, owing to an increase in new anti-social behaviour offences relating to the 

infringement of Covid based protocols, whilst victim-based offences decreased, owing to less public interaction with each other. The 

increases and decreases of both victim and state-based crimes can be influenced by several factors such as increased focus on certain 

crime types, seasonality, willingness to report and improved recording practices, which the pandemic may well have affected. 
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3. OVERALL VOLUME CRIME RANKED BY BOROUGH TNOs 

3.1 Total Notifiable Offences rolling year to Feb 21 

In trend with the rest of London, Bromley saw a decrease in crime over the course of 2020, with overall notified offences by volume in 

the borough falling by 19.3% (25142 to 20284); the TNO level in Bromley is 12.8% lower than the London average (23,269).  

The crime rate per 1000 also dropped from 76.2 to 62.28, and currently and 25% lower than the London average of 82.88. 

However, although these figures reduced, the ranking of 8th stayed the same between years, as commensurate reductions were noted 

across the Capital. 

Table 2 TNO London Rankings 

Rank Borough 
Crime 
Rate per 1000 

Position change from 
2019 

RAG 

1 Richmond 56.94 0  

2 Kingston 57.18 +4  

3 Sutton 57.24 -1  

4 Bexley 57.36 +1  

5 Harrow 57.86 -2  

6 Havering 59.91 +1  

7 Merton 60.04 -3 

 
8 Bromley 61 0 

9 Barnet 63.55 +1 

10 Redbridge 70.37 -1 

11 Wandsworth 73.16 0 

 
12 Hillingdon 74.95 +1 

13 Waltham 77.92 -1 

14 Ealing 79.35 +3 
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Table 3 TNO Top 6 wards  

Rank Ward total TNO rolling year to Feb 21 =2084 Feb % of total 

1 Bromley Town 2870 14.1 

2 Cray Valley East 1712 8.4 

3 Penge Cator 1579 7.7 

4 Cray Valley West 1254 6.1 

5 Crystal Palace 1240 6.1 

6 Orpington 1034 5 

 

 

 

15 Enfield 79.41 0 

16 Croydon 80.6 -2 

17 Brent 81 -1 

18 Hounslow 81.22 +2 

19 Lewisham 84.25 -1 

20 Greenwich 84.47 +1 

21 Barking 84.97 -2 

22 Lambeth 86.55 +1  

23 Newham 88.63 -1  

24 Southwark 92.53 +3  

25 Tower Hamlets 94.33 -1 

 26 Haringey 95.84 -1 

27 Islington 96.15 +1 

28 Hammersmith 96.91 +1  

29 Camden 101.18 +1  

30 Kensington 101.74 +1  

31 Hackney 102.49 -5 
 

32 Westminster 154.37 0 
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4.0 Reductions for Each local Crime Type (Crime rate per 1000) 

As with London as a whole, the majority of different offence categories saw decreases in their numbers; this section will highlight all 

high-volume local priorities across London, and will start with the Two agreed Local priorities for Bromley. 

4.1 NON DV WI Rolling year to Feb 21  

Non-Domestic Violence with Injury is one of Bromley's two Local Volume Crime priorities.  

Despite a 12% drop in number of offences from 1,451 to 1,256, numbers rose relatively quickly after the initial drop in April and May due 

to the first lockdown. 

The figures have again dropped at the end of the year with restrictions returning, but the months of June to October saw  numbers 

around and above the 2019 figures, suggesting that were it not for the lockdown, figures may well have increased overall.   

Bromley's decrease of 14.5% was lower than the overall London decrease of 21%, and it ranked 8th among all boroughs in crime rate, 

with 3.679 notifiable offences per 1000. 

Non-Domestic VWI currently constitutes 64% of the Violence with Injury offences in the borough, as such the analysis supports the 

continuation of this crime type as a high-volume local priority. 

Table 4 - Reductions in Non-Domestic Violence with Injury Mar 20 – Feb 21  

 Borough 
Crime 
Rate 

RAG 

1 Richmond 2.491 

 

2 Harrow 2.757 

3 Kingston 3.115 

4 Havering 3.119 

5 Barnet 3.404 

6 Sutton 3.407 

7 Merton 3.564 

8 Bromley 3.679 
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9 Bexley 3.729 

10 Redbridge 3.835 

11 Hillingdon 4.216  

12 Waltham 4.278 

 

13 Wandsworth 4.311 

14 Enfield 4.622 

15 Islington 4.676 

16 Ealing 4.767 

17 Newham 4.781 

18 Kensington 4.930 

19 Camden 4.974 

20 Hounslow 4.996 

21 Lewisham 5.007 

 

22 Croydon 5.119 

23 Tower Hamlets 5.123 

24 Haringey 5.139 

25 Barking 5.161 

26 Greenwich 5.433 

27 Brent 5.449 

28 Hammersmith 5.684 

29 Southwark 5.719 

30 Lambeth 5.740 

31 Hackney 5.940 

32 Westminster 7.902 
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Table 5 Non-Domestic Violence with Injury Top 6 Wards 

  TNOs Mar 20-Feb 21 % of total  

1 Bromley Town 179 14.3% 

2 Kelsey Eden Park 140 11.1% 

3 Cray Valley East  108 8.60% 

4 Penge Cator 99 7.88% 

5 Crystal Palace  85 6.77% 

6 Cray Valley West 83 6.61% 

 

4.2 Total Burglary Rolling year to Feb 21 

Total Burglary is the second of Bromley’s high volume local crime priorities, and this saw the largest percentage reduction of any major 

category, dropping in volume by just under 46% (2738 to 1474), with the rate per 1000 decreasing between years from 8.239 (March19 

– Feb 20) to 4.324 (rolling year to Feb 21). This crime rate puts Bromley 6th of all London boroughs on this statistic, with the decrease of 

44% this rolling year to February 21 year being 26% greater than that of London as a whole, which saw a drop of 29.4%. 

Burglary cases saw a significant decrease in the borough following the start of the pandemic, but subsequently have remained relatively 

even across the year. A slight increase was seen in October and November, but the tightening of restrictions has once again seen offences 

drop back down. 

The graph on the following page shows the clear impact the pandemic had on burglary cases, likely due to so many more people being 

in their homes for the majority of the day.  There were 1,750 burglary offences in 2020 (1,000 less than the previous year). The majority 

of these were still residential, with 1,365 offences recorded, and these accounted for 78% of total offences, which is equal to 2019 

figures. Whilst the analysis shows a reduction, it is clear that the lockdown has diminished the opportunity for this type of crime. As such, 

and in agreement with MOPAC, the continuation of this crime type should remain as a high-volume local priority. 
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Table 6 Reductions in Total Burglary Crime Rate per 100 Rolling Year Feb 20 across London 

Rank Borough 
Crime 
Rate per 1000 

RAG 

1 Bexley 3.142 

 

2 Merton 3.880 

3 Kingston 3.888 

4 Sutton 3.973 

5 Havering 4.249 

6 Bromley 4.324 

7 Harrow 4.606 

8 Redbridge 4.810 
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9 Newham 4.934 

10 Barking 5.111 

11 Greenwich 5.227 

 

12 Croydon 5.398 

13 Hillingdon 5.460 

14 Brent 5.676 

15 Ealing 5.795 

16 Richmond 5.817 

17 Hounslow 5.892 

18 Waltham 5.907 

19 Enfield 6.261 

20 Barnet 6.411 

21 Wandsworth 6.912 

 

22 Haringey 7.056 

23 Lambeth 7.162 

24 Southwark 7.333 

25 Hammersmith 7.363 

26 Lewisham 7.481 

27 Camden 8.075 

28 Islington 8.083 

29 Tower Hamlets 8.162 

30 Kensington 8.899 

31 Hackney 8.985 

32 Westminster 9.961 
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Table 7 Total Burglary Top 8 Wards 

Rank Ward TNOs Burglary % of total  

1 Bromley Town 151 10.23% 

2 Cray Valley East 104 7.05% 

3 Crystal Palace 102 6.91% 

4 Penge Cator 90 6.10% 

5 Cray Valley West 86 5.83% 

6 Copers Cope 83 5.62% 

7 Orpington 82 5.56% 

8 Chelsfield & Pratts Bottom 78 5.28% 

 

4.3 Residential Burglary 

 

4.4 Anti-Social Behaviour Calls 

Anti-Social Behaviour calls saw quite a significant spike in the months of the first lockdown, peaking in May. This is largely down to the 

new offences relating to breaches of Covid based protocols falling under this category. 

A total of 12,662 recorded ASB Calls were recorded in Bromley in 2020, compared to 6,739 in 2019. This represents an 87% increase, 

higher than the overall London increase of 75%. 
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All London boroughs did unsurprisingly see a large increase in overall ASB calls recorded.  

Despite this, Bromley remained in a very good 

position compared to other London boroughs, 

with a rate of 38.1 calls per 1000 population in 

2020. This ranks Bromley 5th among all London 

boroughs  

This was lower than the London average of 52.58. 

Some high-volume crimes have less harm to the 

victims 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Theft from Person 

Theft from the person followed other notified offences with a significant drop in the first two months of the first lockdown, with 30 

recorded in March falling to just 6 in May. This is unsurprising due to the requirement for people to stay in their homes during this period, 

making theft from the person much more difficult. Recorded offences did return toward pre-pandemic levels, before falling again in 

November when restrictions returned. 

There were 312 recorded theft from the person offences in Bromley in 2020. In terms of overall theft offences, theft from the person 

accounted for 7%, lower than the 9% that they accounted for in 2019.   
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Overall, theft from the person offences did drop by 30% in Bromley, but this was lower than the overall London decrease of 42%.  

However, Bromley's figures still leave it as the 6th best London borough in terms of rates per 1000, with 0.93. This is once again 

commendable given the size of Bromley’s population, with none of the boroughs with lower crime rates having larger populations.  

4.6 Table 8 Theft from Person Borough Ranking 

London 
Borough 
Rank 

Borough 
Crime 
Rate 

RAG 

1 Bexley 0.35 

 

2 Richmond 0.62 

3 Sutton 0.69 

4 Hillingdon 0.72 

5 Merton 0.78 

6 Havering 0.83 

7 Bromley 0.84 

8 Croydon 0.95 

9 Greenwich 0.95 

10 Harrow 1.02 

11 Barnet 1.09 

 

12 Hounslow 1.17 

13 Ealing 1.21 

14 Lewisham 1.38 

15 Kingston 1.4 

16 Enfield 1.59 

17 Wandsworth 1.64 

18 Brent 1.73 

19 Barking 2.00 

20 Waltham 2.05 
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Table 9 Theft from person rank by ward 

Rank Ward TNOs % of total 287 Rolling Year Feb 21 

1 Bromley Town 152 52.96% 

2 Penge Cator 22 7.67% 

3 Kelsey Eden Park 17 5.92% 

3 Cristal Palace 17 5.92% 

4 Orpington 16 5.57% 

5 Cray valley East 9 3.14% 

 

4.7 Theft of and from MV Rolling Year Feb 21 

Theft of MV 

For the rolling year to February 21, 927 vehicles were stolen, a 13% reduction from March 20 (1061), with a crime rate of 2.716 offences 

per 1000. 

21 Redbridge 2.29 

 

22 Hammersmith 2.61 

23 Lambeth 2.70 

24 Tower Hamlets 2.88 

25 Kensington 3.55 

26 Haringey 3.65 

27 Newham 5.10 

28 Southwark 5.46 

29 Islington 7.48 

30 Hackney 7.48 

31 Camden 9.06 

32 Westminster 16.33 
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Between January and December of 2020, Bromley had the 8th lowest rate per 100 population of Theft from Motor Vehicles (TFMV) and 

the 15th lowest rate of Theft of Motor Vehicles (TOMV). Bromley did remain lower than the overall London crime rate on both of these 

offences though, with TOMV being 2.84, and TFMV being 7.57 for London as a whole. 

Overall notifiable offences were 1,915 for TOMV in 2020, a 6.76% decrease compared with 2019. However, London as a whole saw an 

over 17% decrease in this offence. This is potentially down to more people being at home, as opposed to driving their cars to work 

outside of the borough, as Bromley’s population has a high number of commuters.  

Conversely, TFMV offences totalled 4,718 for 2020, a 20% decrease from 2019, greater than London’s 15.18% decrease in the same time 

period.  

TFMV constituted 57% of vehicle offences in the borough in 2020, whilst TOMV accounted for 25%. The TNOs related to TFMV is 

considerably higher than the TOMV , the harm caused by TOMV is higher; whilst TOMV is not an official high volume local priority, it 

is still recorded as a priority within the SBPS as the consultation demonstrated that this was of concern to residents. 

Table 10 TOMV and TFMV Ranking Across London 

Borough 
TFMV 
Rate 
19 

TFMV Rank 
19 

TOMV Rate 
19 

TOMV Rank 
19 

TFMV 
Rate 
20 

TFMV Rank 
20 

TOMV Rate 
20 

TOMV Rank 
20 

Kingston 5.21 2 1.511 1 3.542 1 1.26 1 

Havering 5.17 1 5.035 31 3.684 2 3.985 31 

Barking 6.03 3 5.39 32 4.333 3 4.677 32 

Bexley 8.34 14 3.701 22 4.639 4 2.634 14 

Lambeth 6.37 5 3.069 11 4.703 5 2.574 13 

Merton 6.33 4 2.673 7 5.251 6 2.105 7 

Greenwich 9.25 19 4.385 28 5.405 7 3.14 24 

Bromley 8.16 11 3.006 9 5.835 8 2.716 16 

Wandsworth 8.39 15 3.428 17 5.927 9 3.055 23 

Southwark 7.2 6 3.506 21 5.966 10 2.546 11 

Sutton 7.48 7 2.084 3 6.365 11 1.732 2 
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Table 11 TOMV Rolling 12-month Mar 20-Feb 21 Top 5 Wards 

Rank Ward TNOs % of total 

1 Bromley Town 81 8.73% 

2 Cray Valley West 79 8.52% 

3 Cray Valley East 79 8.52% 

4 Penge Cator   68 7.34% 

5 Plaistow Sundridge 60 6.47% 

Brent 8.59 16 3.765 24 6.501 12 3.434 26 

Harrow 8.09 10 2.061 2 6.517 13 1.811 3 

Tower Hamlets 8.29 12 3.102 13 6.527 14 2.178 8 

Richmond 8.02 9 2.35 5 6.528 15 2.055 6 

Newham 7.76 8 3.27 16 6.865 16 2.714 15 

Lewisham 8.3 13 3.481 19 7.006 17 2.858 20 

Redbridge 9.32 20 4.631 29 7.037 18 3.586 29 

Islington 9.55 23 2.546 6 7.059 19 1.945 5 

Hackney 8.79 18 3.007 10 7.174 20 2.318 10 

Waltham 9.41 22 3.474 18 7.213 21 3.438 27 

Hammersmith 13.44 30 3.922 27 7.272 22 3.212 25 

Barnet 10.89 27 3.865 26 7.296 23 2.949 21 

Hounslow 10.13 24 3.069 12 7.385 24 2.835 19 

Croydon 8.76 17 3.182 14 7.399 25 2.739 17 

Camden 10.81 26 2.232 4 7.424 26 1.942 4 

Ealing 10.54 25 3.503 20 7.695 27 2.798 18 

Hillingdon 9.38 21 3.22 15 7.76 28 2.573 12 

Westminster 14.55 31 2.854 8 9.244 29 2.301 9 

Enfield 10.98 28 4.865 30 9.584 30 3.789 30 

Kensington 18.69 32 3.723 23 9.954 31 3.002 22 

Haringey 13.37 29 3.862 25 11.353 32 3.573 28 P
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6 Mottingham Chislehurst North 50 5.39% 

7 Bromley Common Keston 47 5.07% 

8 Chislehurst 43 4.64% 

9 Orpington 41 4.42% 

 

5. Ward Data and Local Borough Comparison 

5.1 Wards – TNO by Ward 
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 Looking at ward level data, TNOs in all of Bromley’s wards have dropped in 2020 when compared with 2019. 

 

 Bromley Town had by far the highest number of offences over the course of 2020 with 3,142, accounting for 12.13% of all borough 

offending.  

 

 Of these, 156 were burglary offences, a decrease of a third from 2019, and 192 were Non-Domestic Violence with Injury, a 10% 

decrease on 2019 figures.  

 

 Cray Valley East and Penge and Cator follow this with 1779 and 1683 offences respectively, accounting for 7.79% and 6.95% of 

total borough offending. 

 

5.2 Neighbouring Borough comparison 

 

Borough 
population Size 

hectares 
Crime 
deprivation 
rank* 

TNOs 
Recorded 

Crime Rate 
per 1000 

London 
Rank 

Bexley 248 287 6058 29 15,582 62.4 3 

Sutton 206349 4385 31 13,041 62.8 5 

Bromley 332336 15013 26 21,977 65.7 8 

Croydon 386710 8650 18 33,298 85.2 17 

Lewisham 305842 3515 12 27,556 88.7 19 

Greenwich 287942 4733 8 25,726 89.9 21 

Lambeth 326034 2681 5 30,966 92.6 22 

Southwark 318830 2886 9 32,207 100.1 25 

* The lower the number the higher the deprivation 

Compared to our neighbouring boroughs, Bromley has the second largest population, and the largest land mass, but continues to remain 

close to Sutton and Bexley in terms of crime rates per 1000.  
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 As one of the most populous London boroughs, total offences recorded are higher than both of these boroughs, but crime rates 

stay only 3 per 1000 people higher.  

 

 Bromley ranks 8th out of all London boroughs on crime rates, the same as 2019, which is behind Bexley in 3rd and Sutton in 5th, 

who climbed 2 places and fell 3 places respectively since 2019.   

 

 Only Bexley saw a greater decrease in crime than Bromley from these neighbouring boroughs; 13.93% compared to 12.86%. Every 

London borough saw a drop-in crime rate per 1000 in 2020, with Bromley being the 11th highest.  

 

 Given the borough’s proximity and similar size to other boroughs such as Croydon and Greenwich, as well as a greater population 

size comparatively to boroughs like Lewisham, Greenwich and Southwark, Bromley’s significantly lower crime rate shows the 

safety that exists within the borough.  
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SBPB Substantive Discussion Progress Against Priority One: 
 Safer Neighbourhoods 
Quarter 1 End of year update 

 

Partner Met Police 

Crime Stats for Quarter 1  
Context: Challenging performance is a key role which has been identified for the SBPB. This item updates partners in 
relation to the performance issues, highlights any new challenges, and gains consensus as to how the group can work 
together to address these. 
 
This report will present the ratified data collected by MOPAC for the high harm and volume crimes that have been 
identified as a priority for LB Bromley 
 
The high Harm Crimes reported on are: 
Domestic Abuse (Covered under Priority One Violence Against Women and Girls) 
Weapons based Crimes (Gun Crime, Knife Crime covered under Priority Three Keeping Young People Safe) 
Hate Crime (covered under Priority Four- Standing Together Against Hate Crime and Extremism) 
Sex Offences (Covered under Priorities Two and Three) 
 
The Volume Crimes that are reported on are: 
NDVWI 
Burglary 
ASB (all London Boroughs) 
 
At the time of writing this report in early June 2021, the latest figures available are to April 2021. as such the time 
frame captured for this report is from March 21 to April 21. Quarter 2 will present the cumulative figures up to the 
available date, and so on throughout the reporting periods. 
 
As COVID has impacted on crime, there is no value in comparing this year’s figures with those of the same reporting 
period for the previous year. In order to determine a reflective comparison, the figures for 2019 will be used. 
 
 The figures are taken from the MOPAC dashboard, and it should be noted that these are subject to change, as crimes 
can become reclassified during an investigation.   
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 RAG 
Status 

Domestic Abuse Offences March 21– April 21 (latest available figures) 
 

May 2021 % difference on June 2020 same 
reporting timeframe 

227 DA Incidents for Bromley - 20% 

For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
 
We cannot provide the data from 2019 as both the MOPAC dashboard and MPS dashboard only have data 
from a rolling 12 months and therefore in June 2020 offences stood at 261 and fluctuated over the last 
rolling year to a peak in July 2020 of 285 and a low in Jan 2021 of 190 offences. A comparison of Mar 21 
reductions from June 2020 is a 20% reduction on June 2020  
 
In the last 12 months, South Area has had 16113 domestic abuse incidents 
 
Croydon: 8419 
Bromley: 4479 
Sutton: 3215 
Croydon is the highest for the MPS 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Throughout this quarter the Prolific offender unit has grown in strength. This is a Public Protection team 
focused on high harm PP offenders i.e. DA, Sexual offences, as well as county lines offenders, linked in with 
the support to the victims from the CCE team. 
 
A review of high harm dates has been explored during the summer months and through large scale events 
such as the Euro’s, with reflect resourcing to ensure capacity for demands. This has included the use of DA 
deployment cars, which enhances the attendance of PP staff to DA offences. 
 
We continued over this quarter to improve the way in which we apprehend DA offenders, both within 24 
hours of call to service and subsequently though outstanding offender not arrested at scene. Given the 
volumes of offending across SN BCU we are one of the top performing BCUs in the MPS. 
 
Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Cray Valley West 

2 Penge and Cator 

3 Cray Valley East 

Green 

Green 
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Gun Crime 
 

March 21- April 21 % difference on 2019 same reporting 
timeframe 

2 offences in April 2021 -50% 

 
For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
 

 
 
Total gun crime within Bromley has fallen between years by 50%  
 
This is another piece of good work across both South area and more widely in London. Intelligence to 
disrupt gun related crime is being considered on a daily basis by specialist proactive units and the Force is 
more agile in obtaining warrants to disrupt gun supply. The effects of Covid reductions in overall criminal 
activity will impact slightly on lower level offences of gun crime such as street-based possession of a S5 
firearm such as tasers or CS sprays. 
 
We have been successful during this quarter in identifying and retrieving numerous firearms across the 
BCU based on the proactive approach to FA intel. 
 
All FA intel is reviewed by our Proactive CID team, who have close links with central teams in order to 
develop the information quickly and therefore leading to more positive outcomes. 
 
Ward data is not available. 
 
Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Cray Valley East 

2 Petts Wood and Knoll 

3 Kelsey and Eden Park 
 

Knife Crime 
 

March 21- April 21 % difference on 2019 same reporting 
timeframe 

10 offences for April 2021 -62% (26 offences in this period 2019) 

 
For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    

Green 
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Total knife crime within Bromley has fallen by 62%  
 
The majority of knife crime occurs as a result of street-based robberies or possession of an offensive 
weapon. The latter offence is a found committing offence resulting from proactive use of stop and search 
in most cases. The effect of lockdown of street-based populations has significantly reduced the number of 
potential victims of robberies across Bromley. This will need to be monitored carefully as lockdown eases 
and populations of young people and others increase at street level. 
 
We are currently completing a deep dive into detective Vs. undetected violence/knife crime offences to 
establish what is being done well and what we need to develop in order to increase the positive outcomes 
for the public and bring more offenders to justice. 
 
This review is at an early stage and will look at detected, undetected, forensic conversion, RUI Vs. Bail and 
what strategies we use both during primary and secondary investigation which help us to bring cases to a 
successful conclusion. 
 
Please also see the NDVWI section in relation to our patrol and resource strategy being placed into hotspot 
areas. These key areas interlink with our Knife hotspot areas as well as our approach to High Harm 
Offenders with links to Knife crime. 
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Ward Data is only available for Possession offences which is not reflective of Knife Crime as a whole. 
 
 Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Bromley Town Centre 

2 Cray Valley East 

3 Penge & Cator 

4  

5  

 
 

Hate Crime High Harm Crime 
 

May 2021 % difference on June 2020 same reporting 
timeframe 

64 incidents of Hate Crime recorded 
 

0% reduction/increase 

For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
 

 
 

 Green 
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Hate Crime dashboards are also set to a rolling 12 months and therefore, we are unable to provide a 
comparison to 2019 data. 
 
In June 2020, hate crime offences recorded at 64, peaking in November at 77. The lowest recorded 
month for hate crime was January 2021 at 35 offences rising to May 2021 at 64. Comparatively these 
levels have remained the same compare to June 2020 and May 2021. 
 
The spike in November 2020, coincides with the lead up to the final transition period of Brexit as well as 
a number of factors, for example the death of George Floyd and BLM, throughout 2020 which impacted 
on the wider national and local picture across London.  
 
The reporting of hate crime offences has remain consistent throughout the rest of the rolling year, this in 
part is likely to be factored into the COVID restrictions. As per the previous quarter although the level of 
reporting has mainly stayed constant there is further work to be carried out in both increasing the 
public’s confidence in reporting hate crime offences and the investigation and positive outcome rate for 
victims. 
 
Local the Response Strand are looking at how we can achieve greater outcomes for victims of Hate Crime. 
 
With regards to the hotspot data, this very much depends on the Hate Crime type. One of the consistent 
hotspots across most Hate Crime types is Bromley town centre. Sexual orientation hate crime tends to be 
more focused within the Northern wards of Bromley whilst Faith related hate crime is more predominant 
in the eastern wards of Bromley. 
 
Ward Hotspots  

rank ward 

1 Bromley Town Centre 
 

 
 
 

Green 
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Sex Offences 
 

March 21 - April 21 % difference on 2020 same reporting 
timeframe 

53 sexual offences 52 

For consistency category MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
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Total sex offence crime within Bromley has risen by 1 offence in comparison to this period 2020, due to 
available data I am unable to make a 2019 comparison. 
 
COVID and the associated lockdowns has impacted on opportunities for alcohol and youth related 
allegations of sexual assault to take place. Schools officers and safeguarding officers continue to see 
reporting of online based relationships and domestic allegations of sexual assaults and during lockdown 
there has been a rising trend in online dating sites which may impact sexual offence allegations once 
lockdown eases and meetings between parties are allowed once again.  
 
Following the release of lockdown in April 2021 we have seen a steady rise in the number of sexual offences 
reported to police.  This is in comparison to the much lower levels of reporting during the lockdown 
periods. 
 
The concern still remains re the unreported offences during the lockdown period, which are likely to be 
those who have been victim to those known to them. We need to ensure as a partnership that we provide 
the support and confidence for any potential victims to feel safe enough to come forward and report. 
 
Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Crystal Palace 

2 Orpington 

3 Penge and Cator 
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Local Crime Priorities 
 
Local crime priorities measure the things that matter; the police and crime plan established an innovative approach to 
make room what success looks like for London. Instead of rigid citywide targets and blanket offence types, MOPAC 
proposed that police and crime priorities be set locally and based upon evidence. This aims to promote local solutions 
to local problems in which borrowers prioritise and problem solved between 2 and 4 volume crime priorities as well 
as ASB. 
 
Bromley has been set 2 local crime proprieties, and these are: 
 

 NDVWI 

 Residential Burglary 
 

 ASB has been set as a priority for all London boroughs 
 

NDVWI 
 

March 21- April 21 % difference on 2019 same reporting 
timeframe 

129 offences 11% increase (143 offences) 

For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
 

 
 

 
 
 

Amber 
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Total NDVWI offences within Bromley have risen by 10% 
 
Following the ease of Lockdown from April, through the VSU and working closely with neighbourhoods 
(DWO & Town Centre Teams) as well as licencing teams we have dedicated additional resources to the 
policing of hotspot NDVIW areas as well as open spaces (VAWG) and licenced premises. 
 
These resources are dedicated to high visibility patrolling and engagement with members of the public, 
patrons and licence’s to ensure a safe return to normality and prevention of spikes in violent offending 
with the relaxation of restrictions. 
 
Our Fugitive Team have continued to focus on the apprehension of High Harm Offenders (HHO) to ensure 
that early intervention with those of most harm wanted are located and arrested at the earliest 
opportunity. As a BCU we are consistently have the lowest number of wanted High Harm offenders across 
the MPS. 
 
The IOM team have been engaged in visiting all individuals within their cohorts, with a specific focus on 
those involved in violent crime. This is to ensure engagement with prolific offenders and provide ongoing 
support in order to prevent further offending. 
 
TCT teams are focused on the policing of Bromley Town Centre which, as below, is consistently the 
strongest hotspot area for NDVWI offences. This along with the COVID effect has had a significant impact 
on the decrease in offending. 
 
Proactively we have focused on areas of violence which have the biggest impact on communities, this has 
included drugs related violence and those individuals involved in County Lines, which we have seen as a 
main cause for the most serious violence across SN BCU as well as other BCU’s. 
 
Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Bromley Town 

2 Cray Valley East 

3 Kelsey and Eden Park 
 

 
 
Total Burglary 
 

Current Month to end May 2021 % difference on 2019 same reporting 
timeframe 

118  offences -49%  

 
Residential Burglary 
 

Current Month to end May 2021 % difference on 2019 same reporting 
timeframe 

86 offences -49%  

 
For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section. Met police data will be used for 
residential burglary.    
 
Total Burglary: 
 

Green 

Green 
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Residential Burglary: 
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Total burglary offences as well as residential burglary within Bromley have fallen by  44.5% between years  
 
Since the 2019 figures were published Burglary has fallen by 44.45%. Bromley has 0.15 Burglary 
offences per 1000 population. Bromley is ranked in the bottom quartile of the 32 Boroughs of London 
for number of offences. The reduction equates to 1158 fewer offences. Clearly COVID has had an 
enormous impact on this. 
 
Since March of this year the number of offences has fallen monthly. 
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However Bromley suffered 1130 dwelling burglaries last year and 149 offences reported in May. The top 
5 wards for Burglary dwelling are: 
 

1. Cray Valley East 
2. Cray Valley West 
3. Copers Cope 
4. Crystal Palace 
5. Bromley Town 

 
The Cray Valley issues relate to a number of high value burglaries. This series features in the monthly 
TTCG agenda. Foot patrols of the areas have been conducted and a number of intelligence submissions 
made in the last quarter of people stopped and searched. There is a current Burglary operation which 
will shortly be in the arrest phases of the operation.  
 
There is a root and branch review of burglary offences being undertaken outlined below which should 
lead to increased opportunity for detections and learning of best practice across the BCU and in Bromley. 
 
In order to achieve a greater focus on positive outcomes, SN BCU as many other BCUs has formed a 
Forensic Conversion Team, which began in April 202. This small team will focus on achieving better 
outcome from forensic idents. As nearly 50% of these idents are from Burglary offences (Both Res and Non 
Res) we are monitoring the increase in positive arrests, linked series and following sanctioned detections.  
 
Since the inception of the Forensic Conversion Team SN BCU has risen from the being 13th out of 13 
BCUs/OCUs to 6th. 
 
We are currently completing a deep dive and review of processes into the investigation of Burglary 
offences to establish the positive and developmental aspect of primary and secondary investigation, which 
in turn will create a Burglary action plan in order to priorities these offences more effectively with better 
outcomes for victims. 
 
A revision of tasking into Burglary hotspots through the TTCG is being constantly monitored to maintain a 
positive policing presence within hotspot areas for Burglary during material times based on the temporal 
analysis. 
 
Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Cray Valley East 

2 Cray Valley West 

3 Copers Cope 

4 Crystal Palace 

5 Bromley Town Centre 

 
 

ASB 
 

March 21- April 21 % difference on June 2019 same 
reporting timeframe 

725 calls regarding ASB 15% increase (631 calls) 

For consistency, MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
 

Amber 
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Total ASB offences within Bromley have risen by 15% in comparison to June 2019 
 
The dramatic increases in ASB are largely associated with COVID related reporting of breaches in new 
legislation associated with lockdowns. There was a particular spike through March to May during the first 
lockdown, which saw 2199 ASB calls recorded in the same period. Whilst the number of calls for service 
has reduced steadily over the latter part of the year, they remain higher than average.  
 
Dedicated response vehicles have responded to COVID calls for service across Bromley since May as a 
result of these increases for service. Most are low level and have been dealt with by suitable words of 
advice. This has now concluded on SN BCU as central funding for this resource was withdrawn across the 
MPS. 
 
Additional assets however are being deployed across South Area, including Bromley with regards to the 
Ease of Lockdown plans. This resource is tasked to areas of high harm and ease of lockdown related ASB. 
 
 

Theft of Motor Vehicles Volume Crime 
 

Current Rolling Year to end May 2021 % difference on 2019 same reporting 
timeframe 

2028 offences -9.85 (Offences 2249) 

For consistency MOPAC data will now be used to report on this section.    
 

Green 
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Total theft of MV offences within Bromley have fallen by 9.8% based on rolling year to end May 2021 
 
Proactive joint operations across the South of England by Forces including the Met have identified the 
increasing numbers of catalytic converter thefts. With rises in precious metal prices and the loss of 
opportunity for other offending such as burglary thieves have chosen to target vehicles. This has largely 
retained the overall volumes of crime. Bromley has benefited from these proactive operations as well as 
local targeting of known criminal networks such that there has been a positive impact on overall crime 
levels in this area this year to date. 
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SN BCU have made increase the use of ANPR across all boroughs, with Bromley playing a prominent part 
both in relation to the trafficking lines from London into the counties and with a focus on theft from and 
theft of motor vehicle within hotspot areas of Bromley. 
 
Ward Hotspots 

rank ward 

1 Cray Valley East 

2 Bromley Town 

3 Cray Valley West 

 
 

Forward plan 
Police will continue to focus on what matters to the public locally and deliver against the MOPAC priorities for 
London. We are continuing our planning for the remaining phase of the lockdown easing of restrictions and working 
alongside the LA who have supported police superbly throughout the pandemic. 
 
We are in planning for demands during the summer months, through the summer night’s plans as well as major 
events such as the Euro’s and Wireless Festival. 
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